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® ABN 44212790996 Ph: Mobile 04 3945 8570



Welcome to “Tigron Solutions” Where we Specialise in



Unnatural Health Problems Solutions This eBook revolves around... How the real reasons and the real causes of a myriad of Everyday Health Problems and Weight Problems and Cancer were discovered through Osmosis and by a chance discovery in a decade’s long search for



“The Truth” Many “Why” questions answered about “In Sickness and in health” until death does us part!



 How after a long battle against 2 Cancers “The Hidden Truth” was discovered as to their cause and how the’ Natural, Nutritional Harmony and Balance was found that provides the human body with the ability to naturally control weight and fight disease and Cancer without having to worry about ‘Diet’ ever again!  The Hidden Truth Exposed Limits and Liabilities / Disclaimer of Warranty: The author and publisher of this eBook can make no guarantees or provide any warranties or take any responsibilities relating to any its contents or any of the advice given in relation to health. The author has made every human endeavour possible to faithfully pass on as accurately as possible, factual knowledge gained from real life experience over a period of more than 4 decades of living with mysterious health problems and life threatening illnesses and surviving and repairing it all by the method stated here in. As there is no possible way of knowing if anyone who reads this story will take any notice of any advice given in it or if heeded, to what extent that advice is heeded there is therefore no way possible that the author or publisher, in relation to the contents of this eBook, can take any responsibilities for that or any misconstruing of its contents in any way. All advice given has been given in good faith from knowledge known to be scientifically provable fact. The author and publisher shall in no event be held liable for any loss or any damages including but not limited to special, incidental, consequential, or other damages. All rights reserved… No part of this document shall be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without written permission by the author. This manual may contain material protected under International and Federal Copyright Laws and treaties. Any unauthorised reprint or use of this material is prohibited.
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Ron Jeffery Amateur Author Story Teller I have been advised by educated people that… The style, content and current structure of this eBook is just not suitable for the online health market. That is probably because of my favorite quotation as far as Diet and Health and Health Experts is concerned; which is…



We were in our time and you are to this very day being fed a Mish Mash of Crap Science, Drugs, Lies and



Mickey Mouse Cures!



If you get to the end of this Story” You can be the judge!



This is not just a clumsy attempt by me at telling a... Why We Became Victims of Cancer Story! But it’s also an attempt at telling... An Old Fashioned Love Story too! 2011- 04 - 07
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Introduction This story only relates to the now known causes of: Many Diet Related Diseases endured by two ordinary people... Including the “Bowel Cancer” it all led too and the long but successful fight against becoming just another “Prostate Cancer” Victim! Plus the odd fact thrown in about the real reasons found for... Preventable Weight Problems in Humans as well!



Nothing more...Nothing less! Just Real Life Cold Hard Facts! Discovered by the hardest way to learn of all!



Dorothy Ruth Wakefield/Jeffery 2002 ‘A Beautiful Life’ Just after waking up to what the causes were of 40yrs of’ Mysterious Health Problems and in particular the Preventable Cancers that ruin so many lives!
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Fact (1) Every single human on this earth is on a diet! Diet is just simply what one puts in ones mouth!



This story is about two ordinary people and “Diet” and what was recommended we put in our mouths all our lives that it is now known, was the reason behind 40 years of mysterious health problems which in the “End” (Pardon the pun) nearly cost us our lives at the halfway mark; and nothing has changed to this very day, other than for the fact these two little old people now know they were fed a mish-mash of crap science, drugs, lies and Mickey Mouse cures: and that’s exactly “Why” it all happened. The exact cause of Colon Cancer has been known by us for over a decade now and we have been ignored by all those in positions of power who could have done something about this sham a long time ago; if they had or have any intention of ever doing anything! All those we were all led to believe all our lives care about preventing such things from happening that make out they know it all when it comes to Health...! All those who have studied their brains out for many years learning and following the same century old teachings in the same old schools that have followed the same old beliefs for like forever and a day it seems; then they make out they know it all about what’s good for us and what’s not...! Is what this Story is all about! All those we have informed for around about 8 years now... All those from Professors of medicine to politicians and all forms of the media and anyone else you would think would care or one would think would be worth telling the fact...! “We Know the Cause of Colon Cancer” and what else would blow your mind; and does exactly that! In fact the cause of Colon Cancer to name “Butt” (Pardon the pun again) only one Cancer is being promoted every day of the week in all forms of the media with the continued blessing of all those one is led to believe care about preventing such things. But” Not one of them wants to have a bar of us, let alone of what we say we know??? What about you...? Are you interested in finding out “The Truth”? If you’re not, or if you are one of the privileged mentioned above then if I was you I would not bother reading any further because you are not likely to like the rest of our story any more than you have liked the first bit! Television is by far the most effective way of causing collateral damage that we know of! When we fell victim to preventable Cancer 20yrs ago... Only 1 in every 4 were falling victim to some form of Cancer...? Now around about 1 in every 2 are falling victim to some form of Cancer?
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W it h t h e pr o o f w e ll d o c u m en t ed & B el iev e it o r n o t !



The Official line on basic diet and basic diet advice given us all our lives was much the same back in our day as is still being given us all today by the never ending stream of officially recognised scientific, medical, nutritional, world famous sports stars and media health experts today...! But thankfully we know better now! The very same advice that it is now known caused at the very least... 95% of all our’ Everyday Mysterious Health Problems and back in our time and this is still the case today, is, was and always will be the root cause of Colon Cancer and the myriad of mysterious health problems that lead up to this Cancer to name but only one Cancer; and one wouldn’t have to be much of a sceptic to believe, many other Cancers too! If this story fails to convince anyone of that, then it’s all the best of luck to the’ Non Believers in their future endeavours to find out... The truth! After reading this story you may also choose to completely disregard the advice given by us two little old insignificant people and that is entirely your prerogative to do so! But if you do...The vast majority of you will be doing yourselves a huge injustice and the proof of that in 95+% of cases will surface one day when you least expect it; that is of course... If it hasn’t already done so! Most of the smaller health problems and unnatural weight problems we experience in life are natures forewarnings of worse to come and is more to do with your body warning you, you are not abiding by natures rules; rules that are set in ancient stone! More pertinent to the truth it is in your blood that...! Nature’s rules are set!
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Acknowledgments NIL I have written this story because I believe passionately in the subject at hand and 20 years ago I was and I still am to this very day, as mad as all hell over what happened to us regarding our health for a period of around 40 years, that has been for the past 10 years now, the driving force behind this story. This is all about health problems in humans and in particular the ones that happened to us! Problems that it is now known should never ever have happened because by practicing what we have been preaching for the last decade...! None of its happening now! After decades spent dealing with health problems that were caused by what we now known is blatantly wrong diet and health advice [Advice which thankfully we stopped listening to a decade ago!] we have enough hard-earned experience behind us now and enough hard earned knowledge to know what is right and what is not right here! This is about facts discovered about the real causes and the real reasons why there are a myriad of unnatural, unnecessary and completely preventable health and weight problems and Cancers in humans!



This story is dedicated to our parents whose courage we now appreciate!



…Ronald F Jeffery
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This Story is rated: MA-C … Mature Audience with the C representing Commonsense! After spending years trying to pass on our experiences in life relating to health issues to many others, just trying to save them some heartache in the future or just trying to ease some of their pain of the present, but continually having it thrown back in our face, I have decided to go about it this way! This story is about how following 100yr old, same for everyone, medically and scientifically well balanced Low Fat Diet recommendations ruins lives! But the foods that do the most damage and cause so much trauma and misery including” Intestinal Colorectal Cancers, Prostate Enlargement (And it’s 99% sure now Prostate Cancer.) plus a myriad of other diseases and Cancers it is now believed would have to be in the mix as well, are the very same foods it is recommended we all consume on a daily basis! So regardless of whether one consumes so-called junk food or not, the result in the end or wherever else it might happen, will be the same!



Given half a chance we can prove it too! Given half a chance... Can you imagine that? Half a chance to prove this fact! We know the cause of “Colon Cancer’ and what else would blow your mind; and does!



Fact (2) Wrong Food=Weight Gain Foods that the human body does not recognise as being nature’s natural food for it cannot be metabolised by it and will be rejected by it and it is then stored on the body as fat... Hence’ Unnatural Weight Gain! Outside of death, some of you may know what this is all about and then again you may not’ but whatever the case, this is all about our near death experience with... Diet, Disease, Weight and Two Cancers! This story has been written with no collaboration with anyone and is a different approach to the norm and naturally the choice of whether any one takes any notice or not, is entirely up to them. One day I’d dearly love to meet the man who made this story possible, even if it is only for the opportunity to shake hands and say>



… Well-done mate and thanks’ Thanks for giving us our lives back!
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C h a pt er I My name is Ron Jeffery and I was born in Toowoomba Qld Australia on the 29/12/1939. I am the Author of this story for which... No Appologies are Offered! Just after I was born my mother contracted Chronic Asthma and I never knew her without this insidious disease, now just 2 years ago my niece’s 6 year old son Connor Barrett died from this very same insidious disease! When I was 5 doctors advised my parents to leave the city and go bush for the good of my mother’s health. Besides making absolutely no difference to her health it also ruined any chance I had of an education and condemned us all too abject poverty making it almost impossible to survive. But we all survived...! But only because of our parents sheer guts and determination during those very hard times. My mother wheezed, chocked, coughed and fought her way through life till the bitter end, yet in spite of the living hell she went through, still loved life and was a wonderful mum.
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Ever since I can remember, my mother was in and out of hospitals and was a walking chemist shop. I was by her side when her heart finally gave out; I closed her eyes, kissed her forehead and said my goodbyes. My mothers name was Margaret Reid/Jeffery better known as Maggie! May her soul forever rest in peace? When she died I had to console my father who was one of the toughest men I have ever known! Though tough as he was he cried that day, he just couldn’t believe she was gone and that’s the only tear I ever saw that man shed! My fathers name was Robert Jeffery, better known as Bob. May his soul also rest in peace?
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Diet… Not History repeats itself! My father had his prostate removed when he was in his early fifties, 52 in fact; because of Prostate Cancer. The operation left him impotent and incontinent for over 36 bitter years of his life; a common occurrence back then and in spite of all the supposed advances and cleverness in medical science it still is and if nothing changes always will be! That’s our guess anyway from our experience in life! While we were still in the process of battling our own demons, we looked after him for the last 2 years of his life and near the end I was changing his nappies every 2 x 24 hours. A few years before he died I had my first brush with Prostate Cancer! A prostate like a rotten tomato and infections that indicated my fate would be the same. After weeks of excruciating pain and failed anti-biotic I was sent to see a specialist? Ending up on another Anti-Biotic for 6 weeks which screwed up my eyes and God only knows what else.



Prostate Enlargement & Cancer Another Good Reason For This Story!
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C h a pt e r II Stress Beyond Belief They say stress can cause Cancer; well that’s just another guess! If that were true I would have died from it 30 odd years ago! A specialist said to me, most men have to have this operation in their 60’s but in my case I was going to have to have it now; just like my father had done at the age of 52.



But as with these problems, you can bet your left eyeball the seeds would have been sown decades before it ever got to this stage! Most Cancers would be present at least 10 years before they’re discovered… Which is most often…? Way, Way too late! This specialist asked me if I had medical insurance, I said no I did not… I did not have any insurance because we had the bum out of our pants at that stage and still have. Before Ruth was diagnosed with Colon Cancer, we had just been surviving in a small business we had started with the last few dollars we had left to our name after I had lost just about everything in a failed business partnership venture. Nuff said! Also at this time my wife Ruth had not long had a bowel reduction operation and was in the process of having 12 months of chemotherapy treatment for…



“End Stage Colon Cancer”!
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A Bit about Me Now very much to my regret, I started work on half share dairy farms with my parents and other siblings at 5 years of age and after ending up back in town and like a lot of other people in our time, I started paying my own way in the world at the age of 13. I ended up self-employed in the building trades for most of my working life and ruptured a disc in my back at the age of 30. After another 12 yrs in the trades with the constant help of Chiropractors, I could not put up with the pain or the expense any longer and had to try something else. Well… At least I tried! My right shoulder was also had it from injury and arthritis, which was also in my back, knees and feet as well. Much of which I can relate back to our recommended Low Fat, Well Balanced Diet; as well as hard work! Diet no different to what is still being promoted as healthy today nearly 70 years down the same old mind numbingly boring, repetitive, disease ridden, Bowel, Prostate, Mind Body and Soul, Life destroying track! This specialist said to me! Even without insurance surely you could afford one night in hospital as I can” Whip you’re Prostate out one day and you can go



home the next! Bravo... How about that? Still don’t know how he knew I was dieing to hear that! I left thinking I was just another Mercedes or Aeroplane payment and lucky for me... Never went back! [Be very careful though, maybe I was just plain lucky and the same would not apply to everyone.] But it just seemed like he couldn’t wait to whip my Prostate out, get his money then his receptionist would call out “Next” and regardless of whether I had Cancer or not... The question still remains...! How would anyone, even if they could care less after my Prostate was gone as to whether I had Cancer or not! Just makes you wonder how many that has happened too!



Would hate to even hazard a guess @ that! It was another 16 long years before I realised I did not have ‘Prostate Cancer’! If I could have afforded to pay for just 1 night in hospital and if my wife had not just been cut up for another completely preventable Cancer! I would have been incontinent and impotent and I would have been wearing a nappy or have tubes hanging out of me draining into a plastic toilet strapped to my side for... Forever more “Amen” If I’d lived that is! Copyright © 2010 – 12 Tigron Solutions – All Rights Reserved
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Chapter III



“Colon Cancer” At the same time I was led to believe I had Prostate Cancer my wife Ruth was about 8 weeks into a 52 weeks stint of Chemotherapy, after being diagnosed with and operated on for a “Duke’s C Sigmoid Adenocarcinoma” In her Colon! This malignant tumour had already closed her bowel and she was in the final stages of Colon Cancer and it was thought she might be well past the point of no return. On top of this I couldn’t be bothered having to think about having something of mine whipped out one day then go home the next! Besides it seemed like he was more interested in the money than me!



Not that he could have ever guessed, but with the stress I was under at that time I was way past giving a damn either way and never went back; which turned out to be just plain lucky for me! Two weeks after my mother died, Ruth’s mother Dorothy Wakefield died after living a pitiful existence for 3 years in a nursing home. She had suffered a heart attack and stroke that had left her unable to communicate for all that time; our own private little hell started not long after this. Dorothy was alone as her husband had died riddled with Cancer long before I had the privilege of meeting him; he died at the age of 43, my wife was fifteen years old at the time and the memory of that still haunts her; there were five girls in the family. My wife’s older sister was also diagnosed with Colon Cancer not long after my wife was and diet not history was repeating itself once again! But as her Cancer was localized she did not require Chemo and I just wonder if that could have been because she was Type A Rh Negative where as Ruth is Type A Rh Positive! All unnecessary research by others outside of official medical science circles suggests that this is the case! Type A Rh Negative woman tend to have a localized type of cancer where as type A Rh Positive women like Ruth get the more aggressive metastasis (spreading) type.
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Unnatural Diet related Disease… Plus Weight Problems and Cancers in Humans Page15 Then my older sister lost her husband from a massive heart attack at the age of 54. A brother in law had to give up his teaching job because he thought he was loosing his mind, he wasn’t! He had just been having mini strokes before he was 50 years of age. At the age of 70 he was told he had Prostate Cancer and that he would have had it for 10 years and probably longer and this was after being under medical care for like around about 30 years! John has since died of the Prostate Cancer at the age of 72! Seems like a fair age to die until you realise that most people who die at this age have been fighting bad health for decades before the end finally comes; and they call that living! John was my brother in law but he was also a good friend and I miss him! He did not deserve what he got!



Let’s Back Up A Bit before Moving On My wife and I met when we were 17 and married at the age of 19, she is still my best mate over 52 years later and I would like to think I am hers. I am sure there are plenty of people out there who know what it’s like to lose or think they are going to lose that special person in their life and can relate to how I felt when I thought I was going to lose mine so early in life @ 52. My wife Ruth had suffered from bowel problems and migraine headaches just about all her life, she can remember suffering from elimination problems when she was just a child as no doubt most people do and for the same reasons, so can I. She can remember having bowel problems at the age of 14 and about that very same age my appendix was already shot, but not diagnosed until it nearly burst at the age of 21! Both on the same basic recommended diet! We moved around quite a bit and Ruth has been to more doctors than I care to try and remember with the same old “Medically Diagnosed???? Irritable Bowel Syndrome, Haemorrhoids, Chronic Elimination problems, Unexplained Pain, Swollen Stomach etc! I’m sure a lot of you reading this know exactly how it all goes. Also Migraine Headaches which would last for days at a time and hardly a week ever went by without them.
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Unnatural Diet related Disease… Plus Weight Problems and Cancers in Humans Page16 Doctors kept feeding her drugs for all her problems which caused more nausea and would turn her into a zombie for days at a time and this continued for most of our married life! Back in the late 60’s I drove her 800 km from the bush to the city too have scans taken for brain tumours, but all of the scans proved negative! There were a lot of trees to bark up but the medical profession never came up with an answer for anything other than the never ending drugs and tubes of pile cream. But eventually my never ending quest for the truth paid off and I ended up finding the right tree myself after decades of searching while living with all the everyday health problems that lead to Colon Cancer; from very much the beginning of it to what was very near the end of everything at the age of 52. I just happen to know now what is thought impossible for us to know... Like what caused the Haemorrhoids and the Irritable Bowel Syndrome as well as the Migraines and all the rest of it and eventually the... Never should happen to anyone in this day and age “Bowel Cancer”! All health problems from which Ruth continued to suffer from for... 7 More Very Long Years after the Operation and 12 months of Chemotherapy! After the Bowel Reduction and tumour removal and the chemotherapy and the fear of it all being on again every time some little thing happened as well as all the other 37 year old health problems that were still happening on top of it all... Turned both of us into nervous wreaks which triggered chronic depression in me! The hardest part to swallow is in the fact that...! Absolutely none of this would have happened if we had known back then what we know now!



Chapter IV A so called “Cancer History” The Most Likely Reasons for That! Because of a family history of Cancer of which every doctor we ever consulted was told about, we always tried to do the right thing diet-wise and health wise. We listened to the entire medical and nutrition advice handed out back then, pushing the very same lines then as they still do now to this very day. I can also remember them changing their minds just as often back then as they still do now. In 50 years the only obvious advancement that has been made in the field of Bowel Diseases and Bowel Cancer and it’s much more likely than not Prostate Cancer and very little doubt others too, is in the fact that the cause is being advertised and promoted daily world wide on television!
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The most effective way to our knowledge to promote Cancer and a minefield of other health problems as well! That might help explain why around about 1 in every 2 people are going to end up getting some form of Cancer now! From the womb until whenever in life! All the advice Ruth ever got from doctors in regards to her problems was... Here’s another script for prescription drugs for which the human body can very well do without and another tube of pile cream and go home and stuff your-self with more of what causes the vast majority of these problems in the first place! The proof of which is in the fact that for years now Ruth hasn’t suffered from any of the problems that led to her Cancer! Not since a few months after we changed our Officially Recommended Diet which is officially recommended by officialdom, decade in decade out and it only took 4 months to turn around almost everything; after decades of suffering from the same health problems day in day out, week in week out, month in month out, year in year out...! Should I go on? Even way back then I told her I didn’t think it natural for her to be stuffing herself with it! But what would I know? The doctors were the ones who were supposed to know best, not me!



Well how naïve can one be, when in fact it turned out to be the other way round; like in... What did they know instead?



Gee... Would Like a Buck For Every One of These! I would also like to have a buck for all those tubes of scientific Haemorrhoid cream they prescribed decade in decade out which it has been proven for more than a decade now... Had in our time and still have to this very day, absolutely nothing to do with anything and least of all, what they were prescribed for!
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Truth & Proof There doesn’t seem to be any obligation on science or the medical profession or nutritionists or on the media’s part for truth or proof here either; that’s only for everyone else it seems! I’d felt for a very long time we had to be doing something wrong, but living in hope like everybody else in our situation does, we kept on listening to all the wonderful advice from all the above; decade in, decade out!



The Damage that did; as they say... Is now History! And all the time I kept thinking! Why... Why is all this still happening? Surely to goodness there has to be some rhyme or reason for it somewhere? Not realizing at the time, but I wasn’t getting away Scot-free either! Working hard and thinking I was eating a healthy diet lulled me into a false sense of security that led me to believe I would be OK! But how wrong can one be? I never would have guessed that the very same gremlins that had ruined Ruth’s life were there within me, going about their business and eventually blue those’ I’ll be right theories, clean out of the water.



Magic Bullets! Ruth’s problems continued and they started feeding her the magic “Valium” Bullet... Ring any bells?



Ruth ended up addicted to it and it took me a very long time to get her off it. Which just quietly... Is another axe I have to grind! Ruth never drank alcohol in her life and only ever smoked for two years out of sheer frustration. We eventually moved back to Toowoomba to be around our parents in the latter years of their lives.
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Chapter V Backing Up A Ways Ruth and I started up the small business I talked about earlier with the last few dollars we had left to our name. It worked well for what it was, it paid the bills and allowed us to eat, but that was about it and in the five years we were there Ruth’s problems continued, with the same never ending round of doctors and the same never ending rounds of drugs and advice and tubes of pile cream etc; which have naught to do with any of it. But her bowel problems were getting noticeably worse by the day and in desperation we decided to try a natural health practitioner. This fellow told Ruth the Ileocecal valve in her bowel wasn’t working, he pressed hard on her stomach, her stomach gurgled and he said she would be right now; but the next day all she was passing was blood. So it was back to the doctors we went but yet again as where in the hell else can you go? Because the tumour could have been found with a God damn finger we would have saved many years of heartache and frustration and stress if we’d put our trust in a Vet instead! This doctor we had been too 1 week previously said he better send her to a specialist to have a Colonoscopy. Out of ignorance’ because neither of us had ever heard the word “Colonoscopy” mentioned in the previous 30 years...! So I asked him... What was that? He said it was a reasonably simple medical procedure used to inspect the bowel!



Last visit for 30yr old Bowel Problems was ... 1 week prior to this?



A simple medical procedure used to inspect the bowel! Struth...!



We had been told for like forever and a day, if there is a history of Cancer in the family you had a better than even chance of getting it too. We had consulted the medical profession about bowel problems for over 30 years, yet not one bowel test of any sort were ever done or even mentioned!



Ruth would have had Colon Cancer by the time she was 40 years of age; probably even when she had the Hysterectomy because of a Uterus which was full of what we now know are unnatural preventable Cysts!
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Back to Basics We went to this specialist and Ruth had to drink litres of this fluid they use to clean out the bowel over the next couple of days; through a bowel that was all but closed with a Malignant 10yr old undiagnosed Cancer Tumour! Ruth had so much trouble trying to consume all this stuff and believe it or not, because her bowel was almost closed, she had to go through it all twice. Ruth was wheeled into the theatre to have yet another medical procedure done to look for something that could have been found with a finger in a few minutes and in about 10 minutes she was wheeled out again and put in another room. I stayed with her until she had recovered from the anaesthetic and after a while the specialist came into the room and broke the news as gently as he could and I can still remember his exact words. He said and I Quote!



I am very sorry my dear! But you have Cancer! It Would Make Very Interesting Reading Our world as we knew it collapsed and after doing everything possible to prevent precisely this, it had all failed and you know what; at the time... Sorry just didn’t seem to cut it; and still doesn’t! It would make interesting reading as to why not one single scientific or medical expert hasn’t twigged as to what is wrong here, because it’s way beyond guessing now!



Even we know that; and have known it for over a decade! Ruth had a Bowel reduction operation within two days and I was told she only had a fifty-fifty chance of surviving the operation. The tumour, along with a section of her bowel was removed and her bowel was stapled back together. Clever stuff A! Clever stuff... Clever stuff considering under natural or normal circumstances this Cancer would never have occurred in the first place, nor would the 30 odd years of health problems which preceded it and there-for most of this clever stuff would never have been needed.
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C h a pt er V I Just How Much Stress Can One Person Take Ruth survived the operation but the cancer was metastasis and had spread to the lymph glands, some of which had to be removed as well. We were far from being out of the woods yet because as is always the case, the next target for the Cancer is the liver; that is of course if the chemo doesn’t get you first! After recovering from the operation Ruth was allowed to come home and we were told she would have to start Chemotherapy as soon as possible, as soon as it was worked out what was the best form of Chemo for her.



We obtained literature on the possible side affects of Chemotherapy and that scared us near to death once again! I Knew We Had No Option Being End Stage Colon Cancer I knew the operation and chemo were the only shots we had, but when I found out we were going to have to endure 12 months of chemo, that scared the living hell out of us both even more!



Ruth started the Chemo a week later and between that and still trying to deal with ongoing elimination problems that for her resembled trying to pass broken glass; many tears were shed. I won’t go into how sick the chemo made her and that sickness lasted four to five days out of every week and she would have to return every Friday for a repeat and that relentless procedure went on and on for what seemed like eternity. Her headaches eased during that 12 months of chemo, but that would have only been because she was to sick to eat and drink as much of the normal healthy every day foods as she abnormally would have been doing! But never mind, they returned shortly afterwards! Ruth also had to have more scans that picked up a mark on her liver; a biopsy was done, tested and thankfully proved benign. When the Cancer gets to the liver it’s more or less’ Good Night Nurse!
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When Ruth was diagnosed with cancer we had to leave the small business that was paying our way and we then had next to no money left and no income. I applied for jobs but because of one reason or another I was always rejected. I was still in constant pain from a worn out back, shoulder and compressed nerves in the neck, but like it or not we still had to eat and pay rent.



Just what I needed! I decided to try and get sickness or unemployment benefits for a while until I could find a way of earning a living again, but to no avail! We had the audacity to have been self-employed! We had, had the nerve to take the responsibility of earning our own way in life! Being self employed makes you a capitalist in this country! So regardless of the fact my wife had what was thought to be terminal Cancer and I was led to believe I had Prostate Cancer and on top of that we had no means of support left... We were not entitled to anything! In desperation I decided to look around for another small business as I had to make money somehow as well as trying to look after my wife; and they keep on about what causes depression... Sheeesh! After worrying myself near to death I eventually found a cheap business and after much agonizing decided to give it a go. It was really an exercise in futility, but I was beside myself and between a rock and a very hard place; or maybe it was just two big rocks... and not one? I borrowed the money from my father as he had sold his house by this time and I was borrowing on my inheritance. The old man was happy to think he had managed to leave his kids something after all his years of struggle. In retrospect I realize now I was in no state of mind to run a chook raffle let alone another business and eventually had to close it down; but what else is one supposed to do? About 3 months into Ruth’s Chemo and the small business I started was when I was told I would have to have my Prostate removed. The stress of it all became too much and I folded the business not long before Ruth finished her chemo. I still had a small superannuating policy which was due to mature in about three years time and that was all I had left in the world to rely on and look forward too after a lifetime of work! But because of this I was still not entitled to any help!
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Unnatural Diet related Disease… Plus Weight Problems and Cancers in Humans Page23 Having no other way out, I had to grovel like a dog to have that paid out before it was due and in the end only received about half of its value. I had to use it to pay our debts and there was very little left to survive on. Eventually with no other way out, I had to take a disability pension, which is the second worst thing that ever happened to me in my life and that would only happen when we were financially and emotionally destitute and they certainly managed to achieve that!



Harder Times Ahead Ten months into Ruth’s Chemo blood tests revealed her white blood cell count was down, her immune system wasn’t coping and she had to forgo Chemo about three times. Things were not going to plan and her veins were collapsing from all the needles. We started looking around for something, anything that might give her a boost to help get us through these last two months. I was still in business at this time and a customer who had many health problems too, mentioned a Natural product they used that helped them and we decided to give it a go.



This turned out to be the best decision we could have ever made! During the previous 10 months the doctors had tried every anti-nausea drug at their disposal, but these drugs only ever made things worse. After taking this natural product for a week Ruth went back for another blood test and it turned out to be the best blood test result since the start of her chemo. She kept taking this natural product and was never rejected for chemo from then on. Not only did this product do this but it also proved to be better than any of the drugs the doctors had tried for the nausea. Before it used to take her four to five days to recover from the Chemo, now she was recovering in less than two.



I also feel it helped her beat the cancer and bought us precious time, but... But what would I know? I never mentioned what we did to anyone in the medical profession as I know I would have been looked upon with scorn and it would have been suggested I crawl back into the hole from whence I came. Besides how could I possible know anything, I had only lived with it all for over 30 years! Besides I would hate to think I was responsible for any more unnecessary research or easing some of the trauma for anybody finding them selves in the same position as we were in.
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It’s hard to believe but... All they would’ve had To Do Was Ask! After Ruth finished the Chemo and more scans were done on her liver etc, we were sent back out into the world and left to go on doing the same as we had always been doing... To do exactly what had led us to where we had just been! If anyone had bothered to ask us what we had done along this now so totally predictable sorry road... That would have told anyone with the slightest bit of interest in finding out what causes any of this, exactly what had caused us to end up where we had just been! I was told at the time of diagnosis, based on past recorded history...! If Ruth survived the operation and if she made it through the chemo’ she would then be lucky if she survived for twelve months. I kept this from her as they had already told she would get a Colonoscopy every three years until she was eighty and then they would not bother any more after that; a lie but it boosted her morale. After the Chemo, she decided to see a Doctor-cum-Naturopath to see if there was anything natural she could take that might help her survive. This Doctorcum-Naturopath told her it would not matter what she did, she only had a slim chance of living for a few years; and she came home in tears! The fear that the Cancer had returned around about every 5 minutes, remained with us for another 7 very long years... Plus the constant fear I had of Prostate cancer and if I lived I would be wearing a nappy for the rest of my life... Just like my father had done! The advice from the medical profession back in our time was the same as it is today! If you get onto Cancer early the better chance there is of survival. We tried our very best to do that and in hindsight I know now, Ruth’s tumour was there at an advanced stage for at least six years that I know of and my guess is it would have been there for 10 at least! God only knows how long the pre cancerous polyps would have been there? Undetected because no one ever even bothered to look! I kept looking for a clue as to why all these health problems occurred long before as well as long after Ruth’s Cancer! I never subscribed to the theory that it is all inherited and is all passed on from one generation to the next. I eventually woke up that it is the same diet that is inherited and that is what is passed on from generation to generation and that is what causes most of these problems rather than all the problems being passed on; and the big mistakes is this “One Diet for Everyone” which is now known to be so blatantly wrong... You just would not believe!
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I have always been a firm believer in Mother Nature and the fact that ‘Mother Nature knows best! When crossed Mother Nature always bites back; but now our food is being genetically modifying without any permission or desire for it from us. Even if we try to resist by not buying it, they will still sneak it in the back door and you won’t even know it’s there! Then when a new range of medical problems arise (Just a repeat of what has already happened!) the race will be on yet again to find more magic poisons, er sorry I mean drugs, to err, fix the problem?



Believe it or not but it took nature thousand of years to adapt the human body to be able to tolerate a changing natural food source! So what chance have we got with ones that are being manipulated and altered by scientific “We Know Better Than Nature” geniuses on a daily basis!



C h a pt e r V II History Keeps On Repeating Itself So history keeps on repeating itself while the cat keeps chasing its tail, but I guess there’s big money involved in finding cures and pushing drugs while the cat keeps chasing its tail. The basic foods most people consume on a daily basis were the primary cause of 95% + of Ruth’s problems and in particular the Cancer! Proven Fact! You could quite safely bet the fork in your nightie that she is only one of millions in the past and the present and if nothing changes... The future as well! You can lump all my problems in with that lot as well! The basic foods of the “Western Diet” are “Not Natural” and in fact have been concocted by man. Concocted with little thought or concern as to what the consequences might be. Health wise these are some of the biggest mistakes ever made by society for which there will never be any admission of guilt!



Here in lays the secret people to a healthier life with less” Disease, Weight, Prescription Drugs, Pile Cream, “Cancer” Diabetes, Strokes etc, etc, etc!
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Unnatural Diet related Disease… Plus Weight Problems and Cancers in Humans Page26 These comments have been made solely relating to preventable diseases simply caused by the food we eat, not to mention the water we drink. The only advice we received after we’d been through the Cancer mill, was to drink purified water. So at least they realize there is another health problem we face! So why do they wait until you’ve got Cancer before they part with little gems like that? Not that they ever tell anyone this fact...! But what not too many people realise is that the town water we are told is 100% safe for us to drink contains Chloroform. Chloroform is the anaesthetic that was used for a long time until it was discovered it was a carcinogen and was banned from use back in the early 1970’s! There are also many other’ Down Chlorines that form when chlorine reacts with the acid that forms from organic matter rotting in dams. These chemicals have never been studied for their possible effects on humans and probably never will be studied either. There are also many other chemicals that end up in our water from agriculture and industry etc which are too numerous to mention and way beyond most people’s comprehension. Water tries to dissolve everything it comes in contact with and does a very good job of that; as is always the case with nature! Another point of many is in the fact that the vapour given off from hot chlorinated water when you have a shower... Is Chloroform! The vast majority of these chemicals can be removed from your water, which happens to be something else we specialise in! What an indictment on the scientific based Health, Nutrition and medical industry! We can no longer trust the water we drink, the air we breathe, or the food we eat! The three basic essentials for a healthy life and no one can ever figure out the truth about what are the causes of problems like Weight Gain and Obesity and Bowel Disease and Stress and Depression and Cancer and Heart Attaches and Strokes and Diabetes etc; sadly even in the very young! All we’re ever told is that a good all round well balanced diet and exercise will prevent problems like those above... Wrong’ Wrong’ Wrong’ Wrong’ Wrong! We were never obese, never ever lacked exercise, followed decades of the official line on diet and exercise and all the rest of it to the letter all our lives to try and prevent Cancer and whatever the hell else and went through 40 years of Health Problems including a long battle with two Cancers because of it! Harking back to what one of our well known nutritionist said in a magazine in August 2001, about what we are on about here; and I “Quote! We are all looking for a more exciting way to get healthier and lose weight! Unquote! Well I looked for seven very long years after the Cancer as well as the 30 odd before it and all I ever found was their same old health rhetoric which was...! Eat
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Yawn, Yawn, Yawn! I have been listening to that same tired pathetic line from the entire Official Health Industry and the media who are all obliged to toe the same line and keep dancing to the same old tune they have danced too for over 50 years now just to our limited knowledge... So why would one have to go to University just to learn how to keep coming out with pathetic statements like that for God’s sake! Anyway we’ve been there done all that and just look what it did for us! 99% of all our meals were low fat, 99% of all our meals were home cooked, 99% of all our meals consisted of Fruit, Vegetables and their recommended grains washed down with the usual as recommended even before birth by those we listened to all our lives whom be were led to believe knew what they were on about; regarding’ Health and nutrition and disease and Cancer and whatever! In those 7 years after Ruth’s operation, her bowel problems and migraines continued and so did the drugs, prescribed by doctors of course, so it was obvious the Cancer would be back and I knew it was about to do just that; and no one has any idea of how sure I was of that!



In those 7 long years nothing changed ... Absolutely nothing! At the first colonoscopy the bowel polyps were back and all we had to do then was sit back and wait for it all to happen all over again; with a slightly different outcome this time I would imagine. Well I refused to sit back and do nothing and I also refused to keep believing these problems just seemed to happen to some people! By the admission of medical research “Pfizer and The Gut Foundation of Australia’s 2006 report on Bowel Cancer” – February issue #22, nothing has changed in decades in the knowledge of, or the incidence of, or the cause of, or the death rate from... This” Totally Preventable Cancer” and you can bet if the Health Industry and the media keep getting their way, that situation will never change!



It is stated in “Pfizer’s and The Gut Foundation of Australia’s 2006 report on Bowel Cancer” that... 60% of people are hesitant to see a doctor because they are too embarrassed to discuss bowel health!
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No matter... As they are “The Untouchables” who can ignore whatever it is they want to ignore and get away with it all Scot Free...! It would be a totally fruitless exercise anyway! Ruth’s health was deteriorating and her cancer antigen reading was going through the roof! All the signs were there again in neon lights and my health was going down the tube fast as well. I was also getting constant bad headaches by then including the typical male “Middle Age Beer Belly! (Yet I had hardly ever touched alcohol in my life! (Yet another red herring swims away never to be seen again!) Plus arthritic pain, constant tiredness, chronic depression etc, and both of us were putting on unhealthy weight and starting to blend in with the majority of the Health Industries protégé.



But” Why? The age old question” Why? Hope no one is under the illusion they will ever get any meaningful answers to that question from where they would most expect it to come! The arthritic pain in my knees, feet, back and right shoulder was unbelievable and I was spending a lot of time on crutches, which I do not need any more because I can actually run again now; pain and crutches free. I also had chronic pain in my right shoulder for ten years but the trouble really started in my twenties! I also have dry eye syndrome, which I’ve had for 40 odd years and tinnitus for over a decade now and there were plenty of other mysteries like tonsils and adenoids at 6... Appendicitis by the age of 13, not diagnosed until it nearly burst @ 21 etc, but heck I don’t want to bore you all to tears!



When what you have been searching for, for half your life! Suddenly Appears! Over 3 years ago I was talking to my brother in law, you remember John the teacher who has since died, who had been having mini strokes before he was fifty and had never smoked nor drank alcohol in his life! He told me he had heard about a book some fellow had written on diet based on what our ancestors used to eat. As soon as I heard John say that I knew by instinct I had finally found what I had been looking for. I went straight out and found the book John had heard about and it didn’t take long for the pieces of my puzzle to fall into place. Pieces of a puzzle I’d been looking for, for ever so long, vindicating what I instinctively knew had to be out there somewhere.
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Unfortunately, like most, John didn’t believe someone like me could possibly know what they were on about when it came to health; and didn’t take notice! From living with all this for decades and without realising it Ruth and I had gained the knowledge by Osmosis which related to every stage of the development of Colon Cancer; from the very beginning to the result in the end of millions! Pardon the pun! I estimate with great accuracy that 95+% of all our health problems in life were and are caused by toxins produced by the recommended 1 fits all 5 Food Group, Low Fat, well balanced Diet with plenty of fruit vegetables and grains; dare I say again” Yawn, Yawn, Yawn, Yawn, Yawn! I state that with great accuracy, because now we are off it we have our lives back and take it from me you have no idea how good that is! I know now what the biggest wreakers of human health are and why; and we are in no doubt as to the cause of this or should I say these Cancers! Not everybody will be affected the same and a lot will depend on your genetic code, but one-way or another you are being and you will be affected; of that there is no doubt! Unless of course you are 1 of the 2 or 3% of the lucky ones! But far more often than not, you won’t discover how much truth there is in all of this until it is too late... Probably by around about the usual 10yrs or so, too late! We haven’t bothered with and nor do we need any sort of extra fibre outside of our natural diet now and haven’t had any need for it for over a decade; and we now ignore” More Fibre” More Fibre” More Fibre, in spite of all the opposing scientific and medical and nutritional advice and in spite of that all of our Bowel Problems are just a bad memory now. That’s the case even with the bowel that had been reduced, re-plumbed and stapled back together after the removal of a now known to be preventable malignant” End Stage Colon Cancer Tumour!
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Chapter VIII If you haven’t already realised it! This is all about “Blood Type Memory”



& Peter J D’adamo’s brilliant book



“Eat right for your type” This is all about your blood type & your natural diet. Where in lay’s the secrets as to why we are still alive to tell this tale! Every diet you could ever imagine keeps popping up and keeps getting rehashed and rehashed time and time again and every now and again another one pops up and every form of nutritionist and doctor and the media give it a run and then they all rehash it and all the others, again and again and again... All with continued blessing of Officialdom! But the only time you ever hear this diet mentioned is when any number of those representing Officialdom and the “Mainstream Health” as a whole and the media as well, all come out as one to put it down! We think that’s just gota-be a “Dead Giveaway” right there?



When enough people start avoiding the unnatural foods for their blood type and the manipulated foods their body cannot and never will be able to metabolise, things will change for the better for anyone who cares to listen! Regardless of what you are told and by whom tells you... Foods that are



wrong for your blood type will destroy your life just like they did ours! This means that for the overwhelming majority, they cannot and never will be able to metabolise these foods and what your body cannot metabolise, it stores as... Fat and Plaque and Toxins and whatever else... From the womb until whenever in life!
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Just Plain Mongrel Instinct! Peter D’Adamo states in his book that this is not a panacea and I have no intention of trying to convince anyone it is either. But from over 40 years experience, and barring Saint-Hood, we can both vouch for the fact that this is the best chance you’ll ever get for a” Longer, Healthier, Weight, Disease and Prescription Drug free life with that special feeling only good health and quality of life can bring! If you read Peter J D’Adamo’s book and follow his recommendations you will avoid all that which wrecked our lives as well as that of countless others. One thing that you can take from us is that dieing from cancer is a terrible way to go, but it is not all the huge mystery it is all made out to be; as has been proven by us... Way, Way Beyond any reasonable Government, scientific, medical, nutritionists or media doubt; with a few world famous Sports Stars thrown in! As soon as I had some hard tangible evidence, I knew from experience as to what the main culprits were and as soon as we started eliminating them from our life along with quite a few others and started eating according to our blood type, we felt the improvement in our health happening within a week. But as usual it’ll be said I have no Clinical, Medical or Scientific proof... Well that’s just fine by me! Instead of Clinical, Medical or Scientific proof, I have real life proof... Real life proof spawned by over 40 years of actually living with all the health problems that precede Cancer as well as living with Cancer itself! Besides the difference in the quality of life we have now to what we had when we were toeing the official scientific, medical and nutrition health line is more than enough vindication for us both to push the line that” We’re Right...! Their Wrong! Just as a point of interest and according to Hoil and Peter J D’Adamo... Ruth had been consuming 19 different foods that we have proven beyond doubt were not compatible with her blood type; with the 2 in particular doing the real damage! I had been consuming 12 with the same 2 in particular doing the most damage also! But when they all come into play, you can well imagine the turmoil that must be going on inside that you have no clue about, and you should also be able to imagine why you would feel so much better if you didn’t have all that turmoil going on inside.



Turmoil that ruins so many lives! From in the womb...! Until whenever in life!
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Clinical Proof! But Only When It Suits! A couple of other details I forgot to mention about Ruth are... At the age of 39 she had to have a hysterectomy because her reproductive organs were full of cists. At the time, I was more worried about breast cancer than I was of Bowel Cancer, in fact with all the visits to the medical profession for Bowel problems left me with the impression that base would be covered! Wrong again! I worried about Breast Cancer because she always had trouble with lumps and cists in her breasts which were always being drained with syringes or cut out! But I guess it’s like they say, all this stuff just happens to some people doesn’t it and for more very convenient mystical reasons. So we just wait for all these things to happen I suppose, then you automatically progress to the rat poisons and 30 odd other pretty coloured little pills a day and get this cut out or that cut out so we can all live longer! You call that living? One of these routine incidences happened awhile before the hysterectomy when Ruth had her insides burnt with a hot poker by an expert (A well respected medical expert in fact) to try and burn off some of these cists she had inside her! But she haemorrhaged late that night (Which incidentally wasn’t the first time!) and nearly bled to death in the front seat of our car while I drove around looking for the genius that did it to her!



*********************** After reading Peter D’Adamo’s book “Eat Right For Your Type” I set about changing our diet and I can assure you that was done overnight! Notice I said... Changing our diet! As opposed too... Going on a diet! I have never bothered with special recipes nor have we consulted anyone about diet or health or nutrition or “FIBRE” or what to wash it down with or the endless supplements ever since the day I read this book! We just do our own thing now and we haven’t changed our eating habits or the amount we eat very much at all. All we did was eliminate what we had been told to consume all our lives by societies health experts and have instead followed Peter J D’Adamo’s recommendations ever since; and what commonsense now tells us, are the foods laid out according to “Natures Rules”



Rules which we have proven for over a decade now are set in ancient stone; more pertinent to the truth... It’s in our Blood that nature’s rules are set!
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I’m afraid it’s not my problem if anyone chooses not to believe, that all this was and is possible purely by changing diet from... Unnatural to” Natural! Eating Right for Our Blood Type did for us in 4 months what officialdom failed to do in 40 long years; and I hate to think what our lives would have been like now if we were still listening to it all! That is assuming we still had a life?



Chapter IX But Thankfully There Are a Few From now on I will say nine out of ten doctors too, because I have heard of a few lately who do not seem to have the blinds completely drawn. Good on you and don’t worry I won’t talk, even if they threaten me with a” Big Stick. About a week after changing our diet Ruth’s elimination problems started to ease... After a month, marked improvement, and her headaches were all but gone. By the end of three months her bowel, the one that had never worked properly in her life... The Bowel that had a Cancer Reduction and had to withstand 52 weeks of Chemo and 7 years on... Still not working! Also more precancerous Bowel Polyps had developed... Nothing had changed... All the old problems bar none were still there... Underlying cause had to be still there! Yet as soon as we changed her diet to her Blood Type Diet...! Her bowel started working properly for the first time in her life and the migraines stopped as well! Coincidence... Well now... You tell me! It is over 10 years now since we changed our diet and Ruth’s metabolism is still working a treat and there is still not a single prescription drug or a tube of pile cream in sight. The prescription drugs she was on were still in the cupboard 3yrs after starting her natural blood type diet and they were all well past their use by date.
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Though neither of us can do any vigorous exercise anymore, we have no trouble with our weight and our blood pressure is spot on. My bad headaches have gone and even though the shoulder reconstruction never eventuated, the constant intense pain I had has also gone and I no longer have the need for cortisone injections for pain relief or crutches because of osteoarthritis. The pain in my knees has disappeared, although the right one still creaks and is a constant reminder of how close I came to being crippled by... Wrong Diet Osteoarthritis and no doubt... Wrong Diet knee replacement sometime later maybe, if I was lucky; you know...! Not being a sports star and all and the pain and numbness in my feet has gone also; thank goodness. Three years ago a bit of noise would send the ringing of tinnitus through the roof and it was becoming very hard to live with. Now the tinnitus is down to a level where most of the time I can put it out of my mind. The dry eye syndrome has also improved to the point where I don’t even bother with eye drops anymore, yet before, I was using them on average five times a day. Mind you that took about two and a half years, but two and a half years out of thirty odd ain’t bad; you would think it would get worse with age, not better. I had also suffered from chronic sinus which would cause blinding headaches from way back when I was a teenager. I eventually learned how to get rid of it but it would take a week of misery to do it and in a couple of months it would be back again just as bad as ever. The last time I had Sinus was over 9 years ago...! Yet people are still prescribed drugs and are still having holes drilled in their heads for that one! No doubt it will be said the turning around of all this business is all in our minds! Well Ruth just had her latest Mammogram and by the Medical Professions reckonings not mine! No more lumps or cists. I took Ruth in for her regular 3 year service that was due about a year after we had changed our diet; and the specialist said to her then and I quote... ”Your Cancer has well and truly gone”! And in his report he said, and I quote!



The only “Abnormality” I could find was “A Healthy Bowel”
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Another Minor Detail... For All the Women Out There! Another minor detail for all the women out there that we thought was rather wonderful at the time; and we still do! After 20 years of extreme hot flushes caused by the hysterectomy at 39 that triggered server menopause with extreme hot flushes for the next 20 years... Yet within weeks of starting her A Type Blood Diet the eruptions reduced to practically nothing and have never returned to this very day; with “No HRT” No Anything! This was over 5 years after the deadline had expired for her survival from this”



Completely Preventable Cancer!



The Advice You Get Is Useless Using a calculator I added up all the advice we ever got from this countries so called Health Services about Cancer and what causes it... Before Ruth got it, while she had it as well as ever since! It all added up to the grand total of” Zilch! In Scandinavian Duck Language and roughly translated that means



“Naught” or “Nothing” or “Sweet B----r all”!



Use the Utmost Caution Here Now anyone who thinks I’m suggesting the blood type diet will fix Cancer or other serious diseases once they have taken hold!



Think again! As far as I am concerned there is no natural cure for these life-threatening ailments once they’ve taken hold! By this time all your natural defences are gone and everything moves from natural to unnatural and you don’t have much choice then but to go with the doctors and the best that medical science has to offer. But believe it or not, while you are in hospital you are feed what causes the Cancer you are in there being treated for!



Could this be linked to why so many don’t make it?
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Regardless of what any expert tells you, we have proven that eating right for your blood type will give your body the best natural chance you are ever likely to get to enable your body to fight and the best chance you are ever likely to get to help your body recover. In fact if you had been eating according to your Blood Type all along, it is a pretty safe bet...! You would never have ended up with all the Disease or the Cancer you have now in the first place! Regardless of what anyone says, we have proven the 5 Food Group Pyramid, Low Fat Diet for everyone causes! Stomach Bloating, Constipation, Haemorrhoids, i.e. Piles, Inflammatory and Irritable Bowel Syndrome, Bowel Polyps, Headaches, Migraines, Hypertension, Fibrous Cists, Breast Lumps, Bad Circulation, Virginal Dryness, Heat Sensitivity, Dry Skin, Menstrual and Change of Life Problems, Weight problems, etc, etc... O nearly forgot and” God only knows...? How many Cancers too! Plus Sinus, Joint Failure, Arthritis, Depression and Prostate Destruction and in my humble opinion it’s 99% sure now...! Prostate Cancer too! Cancer that I just avoided by the skin of my teeth and the list of preventable health problems just goes on and on and on! All of the above are not even all we alone have suffered from!



But none of this really matters a toss until the day someone just happens to say to you... I am very sorry “My Dear, Sir or Madam... Or whatever the case may be... I’m terribly sorry...! But you have Cancer! That is when this unimaginable fear grips you and you realise that it just happens to be your life now that is the one that’s going down the dreaded “Cancer Tube” and that what we’re trying to get through here really does matter and maybe if someone would listen...! Then just maybe a hell of a lot more poor souls might have been and may be able to die more humanly! Old age is how we intend to go now and thanks to Peter J D’Adamo and his father we now have a better than even chance of doing just that!
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C h a pt er X Wouldn’t one think someone would have twigged by now! Surely one would think someone in Officialdom could have worked out some of this by now and the longer all this goes on the more pathetic our so called health system becomes! This information wasn’t around in our time so the experts may have a degree of an out there... But there’s no way in the world they do now! If this information had been around in our time there is no doubt we would never have gone through all the trauma we did with our health and Ruth would never have ended up with Colon Cancer, nor would I have suffered for 16 long years with a ruined Prostate and the fear of Prostate Cancer! After a Century (Give or take a few decades.) and billions and billions of begged $$$’s spent on Clinical Medical and Scientific Research into Cancer...? The sum total result is; after you’ve been through the Cancer mill that is... You get a little recipe book from The Cancer Fund on Diet and Nutrition for people with Cancer; compiled by Cancer Experts! But for goodness sake, just about every recipe in this book is chock full of exactly what caused the Cancer in the first place! Could that be why they are called” Cancer Experts? To see the work of two men like James D’Adamo Sr., N.D. and Dr. Peter D’Adamo himself, being put down with a few contemptible taps on a computer keyboard [Of which I have plenty of records of!] as being misguided and rubbish, after putting in between them and many others over sixty years of experimentation study and scientific research; makes my type O blood boil! I know who’s misguided because the scientific proof of the connection between blood type and the adverse reaction to different protein lectins in food has been lying around ignored now for a hundred years or more! Peter D’Adamo states that most medical doctors only believe in toxins that will kill you within twenty-four hours and beyond that they are not interested? He is not into doctor bashing and in fact his books have been written in collaboration with medical doctors, scientists, nutritionists, and medical specialists. Must have been a few who decided to remove their blinkers for a change!
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What Peter D’Adamo is on about and what I am on about here is that a hell of a lot of the health problems we suffer from these days are preventable and apart from all the chemicals, are caused in the large part, or the large bowel, or the small bowel, or intestines or wherever else... Just by the types of food so called science and all officially recognised Health Experts recommend we put in our mouths on a daily basis. Eat a good all round well balanced diet with lots of fruit and vegetables and carbs and dairy and fibre etc, etc, etc!



Yawn! Yawn! Yawn! If I hear that over simplistic statement one more time in this life, I swear I’ll throw up!



A Decade down the Track Science Is Right and Nature Is Wrong A! Well...! That’s another one for “The Fairies! If we all followed Nature and ate according to our Blood Type, this would be a damn sight healthier Nation and a much more productive one as well. Ruth and I are no longer on any medication and haven’t been for over 10 years... Now maybe there’s the rub A...? No medication! Shock horror! Discovering all this came about a little bit late for us but we are still very grateful and a damn site healthier and happier now than we have been for a very long time and the fear of the Cancer returning has long gone and we both feel very lucky and grateful we were able to dodge this modern day health bullet “Just In The Nick Of Time”! Hell can freeze over and even then I will never ever again listen to another mainstream doctor, nutritionist, dietician, world famous sports star or all levels of Government who have ignored us and anyone else pushing information on diet about which they never have to provide a single shred of evidence as to whether what they push is fact or just plain guess work! Don’t believe the deliberate misquotes and the self interest remarks about Peter D’Adamo’s diet either. Buy, beg or borrow his book “EAT RIGHT FOR YOUR TYPE” and read it carefully and if you decide to follow it I’ll bet you “London to a Brick” you’ll be glad you did. (A Brick is an old English £10 note) If you don’t believe me, change your diet to the Blood Type Diet for just three months out of your whole life then go back to what you are doing now! Then you’re more than welcome to write and tell us you know more about all this than we do! Copyright © 2010 – 12 Tigron Solutions – All Rights Reserved
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Make a list of everything that is wrong with you before you start, then after 3 months redo that list. Or maybe you’d rather have the medical equivalent? Like “Lap Band surgery” or Bowel reduction or Bowel removal and Radiation and Chemotherapy and swallowing Rat Poison and 30 odd pretty coloured magic pills a day so you can keep experiencing the miracle of life for a bit longer. Even if it is through rose coloured glasses...! You call that living? When Ruth came down with Colon Cancer 20 years ago, the statistics then were 1 in every 4 people would get some form of Cancer...! Now it’s around 1 in every 2! So much for “The Truth” Most of these diseases aren’t like a tick that jumps off a bush and grabs you one day when you’re out walking! Most of these health problems are caused in the large part by constantly loading your body up on a daily basis with toxins that have your immune system working in overdrive non-stop; day in day out, week in week out, month in month out, year in year out etc! Then when your immune system and hard drive eventually crashes, if it hasn’t already done so, and your hard wiring is left smouldering in ruins... That’s when the Hypertension sets in and or you blow up like a balloon, or you have just been advised your arteries are blocked or your kidneys are failing, or your Heart is shot, or you have Diabetes, Cancer or MS whatever the hell else it is you may like to choose from! Or maybe a Health Bullet many fail to miss from birth! Then you just become another statistic, and if lucky enough to live... You can then look forward to all the wonderful drugs and operations and think how lucky you are to have your life prolonged...! Even if it is in misery and you think gee, aren’t I lucky to be living longer now!



Ya call that livin? I call what we’re doing now” Livin! We know this to be fact and... Even if you follow the never ever have to show any medical or scientific proof “Hocus Pocus” to the letter! Just imagine the damage this is doing to the kids before they even leave the womb of a mother who, without too much doubt, already has turmoil within, just because of what she consumes which she is led to believe is normal; butt isn’t! Then when the kids leave the womb they’re feed more toxins and no one can figure out why they cry so much and end up with mystery illnesses like Diabetes or Cancer or become overweight and or whatever else???
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Then along comes that never ending bleat for more money...



More money! More money! More money for... What?



C h a pt er X I Every Law of Nature is ignored and broken and then they expect” What? Pray Tell Me! Saw on TV years ago now how you can get a simple test kit to find out if you have Bowel Cancer or not (whoopee) and being thin and fit won’t save you. All you have to do is throw it in your toilet water and bingo; in 2 ½ minutes it breaks the news one way or the other. Having someone tell you is bad enough, to read about it in your toilet water is a bit sick! If you pluck up the courage to do this then I have two suggestions for you; [1] Make sure you have a chair handy and [2] Have a shoulder ready to cry on just in case. When I read “The Gut Foundations” report on Bowel Cancer the advice given by the top dog Professor of medicine at the time was...! If you notice blood in your stools, go and see a doctor as it could be the early stage of Bowel Cancer! But as was the case in our experience... That is not the beginning of Bowel Cancer or any other for that matter butt that’s around about 10 years or around about 1 decade way too damn late! Too late she cried…! Too Late, Too Late, Too Late! This is one of the very few facts that keep getting mentioned by officialdom and the media when they put out their baits to help in the never ending begging for more money routine; that’s if these figures aren’t being fudged as well!



Over Six Thousand people die out of over Twelve Thousand cases of Colon Cancer diagnosed each year in Australia alone! Prostate Cancer...! Only 3 or 4 Thousand! So that would make the figures read more like 120,000 minimum people would have Bowel Cancer in varying stages of progress at any one time in Australia alone! And that’s just 1 Cancer!



Elsewhere in the world the figures are staggering!
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Click, then Double click 



Bowel Cancer Report 2006.zip



“The Gut Foundation of Australia” and the “Prince of Wales Hospital” The largest hospital in Australia… Where they specialize in “Bowel Cancer” and “Bowel Removal” and “Liver Transplants” etc… Also chose to ignore the knowledge we wanted to provide them with. Anyone got a suggestion as to what the reason for that might be? The evidence of any of the claims made in this story about advice given and to whom that advice has been given, is available for perusal by anyone who doubts the validity of any claim made about who has been advised about what by us! There is never any mention of the figures on how many of those who survive for a few months or a year if their lucky, who get to walk around with an external plastic toilet strapped to their side instead of a “Normal Bowel” or ‘Bladder” who are then entered into the...? Cured from Bowel Cancer statistics! Time we started listening to somebody else don’t you think. Looks like we have 2 choices! [1] We abide by what “Nature” mapped out for us! Or [2] we keep following man in his infinite scientific wisdom. Thanks to Peter J D’Adamo and his Father we now have a choice!



Ruth and I made that choice over 10 years ago and we sure as hell have never regretted making that decision for one single moment. One totally relevant quote out of Peter D’Adamo’s book goes like this... It will be your challenge to relearn what your blood already knows” Unquote! I’ll say it again, as soon as I heard the words Blood Type and what our ancestors used to eat, I instinctively knew I had found the secret to a healthier way of life; before I had even read the book! A skill that cannot be bought, it has to be earned. I know Peter D’Adamo is right and I’ll defy anyone to prove him (or us) wrong! Be it medically, scientifically or any other ically way anyone wants to dream up.
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It’s Kindergarten Stuff as to why this Diet gets No Airtime! Well that’s about it folks, I have finally had my say, I’ve stuck my neck out and put my money where my mouth is, but if it helps any one of you out there who deserves it and who cares to listen avoid what we went through, then I’ll be well satisfied.



A l l t h is H y pe F o r A t y pe Finally I would like to pay tribute to my wife Ruth who has shown tremendous courage in fighting this thing called Cancer! I love her dearly and I’ll be forever grateful we saved her” Just In The Nick Of Time’ and for what it’s worth, 20 years after the statement” I’ll whip your Prostate out one day and you can go home the next! I still have it and I am not wearing a nappy and I’m still a practicing heterosexual and I have every intention of staying that way! Don’t know about anybody else but we’re both sick and tired of having our” Health Chain yanked by experts!  One reason why I am still confident lays in the fact Peter D’Adamo states this fact... Type O’s tend to resist most Cancers better than Type A, and if they do happen to end up with it, have a better chance of survival.  My Type A brother in law! Lost his Prostate Cancer battle over 2yrs ago!  Because I’m 99.9% sure of the cause of Prostate Cancer now as well as being 100% sure of the cause of Bowel Cancer, I haven’t even bothered to go back for any back up tests! So we’ll see one way or another now...  Who’s full of it!



That’s another leaf out of the book of life the medical profession could very well take heed of... But there’s a” Fat chance of that! [Pardon the pun!] Dr Peter J D’Adamo’s book “Eat Right For Your Type” is available worldwide in the Health Section of most bookstores or go to www.4yourtype.com and I’m sure by now it could be ordered online! Once you’ve digested that book try reading... ”Live Right For Your Type” Especially if your health’s already “U-No! Wouldn’t it be a nice change to be able to go to a Doctor and have them work in with you and explain some of the things
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Fact... You cannot become a doctor if you are colour-blind! I am colour-blind... That does not necessarily make me stupid! ... Or does it? Every view expressed and every word written in this story is mine and mine alone and I’ll stick by every single one of them! We can...! And the bet is they know we can as well’ back up all our claims about cause anytime! You will probably find it difficult dealing with Doctors if you want to find out your Blood Type and or the Blood Type of your kids, because... It’s a bit like dealing with the Mafia... Even if they know, most of them will do their very best to get out of telling you. Some will bluntly refuse and even tell you to your face they don’t know your blood type even when they do! Also as one said to Ruth one day” Quote...! Ruth he said! This Blood Type Diet has nothing to do with your health” Unquote! Then dropped us like a hot rock and left town shortly afterwards without as much as a word! I t ’s Y o u r R ig h t N o t a P r i v i l e g e It is your basic human right to know your Blood Type and they have absolutely no right not to tell you. If your doctor honestly doesn’t know your blood type after your heart attack or stroke or Cancer operation etc, then request or demand a blood sample so you can obtain a blood typing from a Pathology Lab; which will cost you. Another way is to contact the Red Cross and start donating blood if you are able too, that way you not only find out for free, but you may also just happen to save another life by doing so. Naturopaths also do blood typing! You can also order” Do it yourself blood typing kits etc, from Peter D ‘Adamo outlets world wide! It is a surprising but sad fact, but only 3% of the population are blood donors; yet most will need and want it sometime in their life! I am a regular Blood donor! Ruth is Type A Rh Positive and I am Type O Rh Negative and it should be made mandatory that blood types be put on birth certificates which would put an end to all this secrecy and theatrics by those in whom society places so much trust!
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If any of you happen to take any notice of us, then you will also learn from Peter D’Adamo’s book that a family of mixed blood types who have 2 kids, can end up having 4 different blood types in the one family and all should be on their own individual diet for their type; if they’re interested in their Health that is! We can guarantee anyone that they would be presently surprised at the improvement that would occur in their children’s health as well as their own if they followed the blood type recommendation for theirs and each and every one of their child’s particular blood type. As I am Type O and around 50% of the population are still Type O, most of the following will be based on that Blood Group. I will adjust as much as I can for the other blood groups but in general check with the “Do’s and Don’ts” and in particular the “Avoids” for your Blood Type as advised in Peter D’Adamo’s book “Eat Right For Your Type”
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Chapter XII In G en er al Following are a few recipes and a few tips of mine to help you get started; but that’s only if you’re interested of course! The following is a general coverage of what we do to get you started and eventually you will work out your own way of doing things. It may take a bit of effort initially, but when you get it sorted out over time it becomes no different to what you are doing now and believe me it is well worth it and one could quite safely bet that what you are doing now is “Not Natural” and what’s not natural causes Cancer and Weight Gain and so many health problems in life it would blow your mind... And does just that too!



FACT (3) T h er e’s N o n eed to d iet ju st “ ea t r ig h t fo r y o u r ty pe” And do not look upon this as a diet per se’ because whatever one puts in ones mouth is their Diet. Although the... What we’re led to believe are the essential basic foods for good health make it hard! (As practically everything revolves around them and they have been concocted for profit and convenience... Not health! There is still no reason why anyone cannot be and stay on “Natures Diet” For those who cannot be bothered taking some responsibility for their own health... Be prepared to pay! But what about all those who live to a ripe old age you say! I am always hearing about them’ but you never here how even most of them have been cut to pieces, drugged to the eye balls and held together with wire and bits of string for 30 years or more. Want to take your chances...? Be my guest! We did what we were led to believe was the right thing 99% of the time and 99% of all our meals were prepared at home and we still nearly paid the ultimate price Copyright © 2010 – 12 Tigron Solutions – All Rights Reserved
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Unnatural Diet related Disease… Plus Weight Problems and Cancers in Humans Page46 halfway through life. The fast food industry is heavily reliant on the very same foods that brought us down... The very same foods that practically everyone relies on at home and when they eat out as well... 24/7! And it is not just because of the fat, as it is perpetually made out to be!



God... Kid I’m not sick to death of hearing that scapegoat! I have come across so many people in the past decade who have just about every diet book you would care to mention, and it most often includes this one! But we are all feed so much conflicting information about diet and health, that now nobody has a chance in hell of ever working out what’s right and what’s rot and inevitably they end up changing nothing much, and keep on getting fatter or sicker or both, more depressed and suffer more frustration with all this construed hype they’re feed and end up believing all these health and weight problems really must just happen to some people for no known reason! But that’s just not true, not true, not true! As I am type O I avoid carbohydrates, like in grains in particular as much as possible now and if your eyes are open just a touch when you read “Eat Right For Your Type” You’ll clue onto the ones that do the real damage. You will also realize why most commercial foods and even the sacred cows we are all led to believe are natural foods, but are not, that have such an adverse effect on life. Adverse affects on life which are milked for all their worth and it’s no wonder why now...! Why so many people get completely cheesed off! Being Type O I am practically carbohydrate free now and a “Red Meat” and Right For My Type” Nuts and Seeds and Veggies and Fruit person; just as nature designed me to be! Ruth is now practically a vegetarian with plenty of “Right For Her Type” Nuts and Seeds and Veggies and Fruits and her beneficial grains and breads and suitable carbohydrates only! Plus fish, chicken and turkey with only very rarely a bit of lamb; but generally she is now 97.9% animal protein free and her health is not being milked for all its worth now and she doesn’t get cheesed off anymore! We avoid whenever humanly possible all avoid foods for our natural individual Blood Types as advised by Peter D’Adamo. We buy Organic and Free Range products as much as we can; best grow your own if it’s possible. Otherwise you will just have to go with the commercial alternatives, but choose carefully and wash well and read labels because this stuff resides on most food labels as well. There are very good vegetable based veggie wash products that are available from health shops and possibly supermarkets now. We avoid preservatives, numbers, anything artificial and highly processed foods. Copyright © 2010 – 12 Tigron Solutions – All Rights Reserved
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Unnatural Diet related Disease… Plus Weight Problems and Cancers in Humans Page47 Start reading labels, look at the ingredients on labels and if avoid foods are present our advice is, put it back where you got it. If enough of us start leaving enough of this stuff on the shelves, one day they’ll get the message! Avoid your avoids and you’ll have a much healthier happier Disease, Weight and Drug Free life and have no need for “Lap Band Surgery” and such!



What a pathetic solution for an easily preventable problem! If anyone thinks they are smarter than ‘Nature’ then all I have to say is “Good Luck! We are not fanatics but we have learned some very hard lessons in life over many, many years!



If we were fanatics by now about all this, then one wouldn’t have to wonder all that damn hard as to why! If you eat out and or eat a lot of fast foods or in general take the easy way out when it comes to your Diet’ Then it is not possible to ‘Eat Right For Your Type’ because just about everything you eat will contain the basic diet traps that will cause you to live a shorter and very much unhealthier and unhappier life. It is entirely your prerogative if you want to continue to keep on doing this and if this is your choice then you have just wasted a lot of your time downloading and reading this! So our advice then is...! Ignore everything you have just read and we wish you all the luck in the world... Because you’re sure as hell going to need it!



Time for break
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C h a pt er x iiI A fe w r ec ipes t o pr o v e a po in t BUT ONLY IF YOU’RE INTERESTED, OF COURSE! AN IDEA OF WHAT WE DO FOR MEALS TO SHOW HOW, WHEN YOU EAT ACCORDING TO YOUR BLOOD TYPE YOU CAN EAT NORMALLY AND THEN ONLY HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT A BUS DESTROYING YOUR LIFE... NOT “DIET”!



ABBREVIATIONS The abbreviation’s H/S after a product means available from a Health Shop. S/M stands for Super Market. tbls = tablespoon. tsp = teaspoon. BREAKFAST: I grind to a fine consistency a Meal consisting of equal parts of Walnuts, Pepitas, [pumpkin seeds] and Flax seeds [linseed]. Use a rocket blender or household coffee bean grinding mill. I grind up and mix enough to fill a large jar and keep it in the fridge. If you press the meal down in the bowel with the back of the spoon and mix again a couple of times; that removes lumps making a smooth even mix! I use 2-heaped tablespoon of this ground up Meal plus fresh or caned fruit salad or both. We use fresh fruit as well as caned fruit salad in natural juice, use whatever brand suits you or make your own from your acceptable list of fruits from your book. I buy dried organic figs, dice put in bowel and add hot water. I also buy organic dried prunes which I put in a saucepan covered well with purified water and simmer until soft and water forms a light syrup, [be careful not to boil dry] takes about 1 hour, add more water if needed, prunes are ready when they blow up like a balloon. Store in syrup in similar jar to meal and keep in fridge. You may also find preservative free prunes and figs in Supermarkets.
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First up: Add hot water to bowel plus 2 or 3 prunes, ground up Meal, fruit salad then add A knob of fresh grated ginger. Peel ginger and grate on ginger grater or other fine graters, I also add 1 tsp of Slippery Elm herb powder, then more water if needed or Soy Milk. I only use water as the only milk I consume now is Soy Milk in coffee. Ruth has Soy Milk on this breakfast. Experiment with different Soy Milks and settle for the one you like best. Best to choose those made from” Whole Organic Soy Beans rather than soy isolates. B’s avoid ones containing Canola Oil [Rapeseed]. Being type O I avoid those containing Malt. This breakfast is suitable for O & A blood groups; B & AB are better off with cereal and milk from recommended lists, type A can also have cereals as recommended with Soy Milk plus whatever they want out of the above ingredients. I always have the above while Ruth being type A also has Puffed Amaranth grain; which is said to seek out and destroy the Colon Cancer Antigen. This knowledge comes from Peter D’Adamo not me! Ruth also has a few Organic Rolled Oats plus the above. I then have a couple of slices of home cooked Corned Silverside meat; alternate with other left over meats fish or tinned herrings etc. Rye crisp breads are suitable for O, A and AB, not suitable for B blood group who can use rice cakes or breads from acceptable list. I consume very little in grain products at all now and especially not the scientific daddy of them all! I then have a cup of herb tea or coffee, Ruth being type A, if she has anything else at all, will have toasted homemade Spelt bread or Spelt or Rye crisp breads with allowed spreads or the occasional egg or acceptable mushrooms or avocado etc and coffee. Select from your recommended lists, you can also choose vegetable or fruit juices, experiment and settle for what you like best. You can make a nice healthy refreshing tea by using a teaspoon of freshly grated ginger with lemon grass [H/S]. Put in a flip open tea strainer and steep in boiled water, suitable for all blood groups. Green Tea is very beneficial for A and AB and is also nice mixed with lemon grass [H/S] or mint. As the A blood group have the least stomach acid of all a good habit for them to get into is to have a glass of worm purified water first thing in the morning with a squeeze of lemon juice in it! We get practically everything we need from our everyday Natural diet and we love it and have never any desire to ever do otherwise now.
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Unnatural Diet related Disease… Plus Weight Problems and Cancers in Humans Page50 I buy bulk-corned meat and boil it in plenty of purified water to remove most of the salt etc. Corned meat is only suitable for O and B blood group. Type A and AB blood groups should avoid heavy red meats except on rare occasions unless they are partial to stomach Cancer; check your book for alternatives. Being type O I only use Rye or Spelt Crisp breads for snacks if I use anything at all and about the only good they do is keep my fingers dry. The only other grain product I normally consume is a slice of toasted homemade Spelt Bread now and again, with recommended spreads or banana or whatever else I fancy from my acceptable blood type list of foods.



T H E G R A V IES I U SE



Onion Gravy This gravy is great for meat dishes. After frying steak in olive oil add 3 or 4 cups of purified water and dissolve juices for browning and taste, make gravy in frying pan or tip juices into saucepan. Add: - 2 sliced up medium brown onions and cut slices in half, add 2 or 3 cloves of grated garlic. Add 2 to 4 tbls rice flour; 1 tbls curry powder; 2 tsp turmeric [spice] iodised sea salt to taste; ¼ tsp cayenne pepper more or less to taste [Not suitable for A or AB] You can use 2 tbls of Lecithin [H/S and S/M], which is an emulsifier from soy, which makes all ingredients combine. If you want too, you can also add grated ginger and honey. Place back on heat and mix in all ingredients, bring to simmer and stir well, turn off heat and add a handful of chopped parsley. You can adjust ingredients to suit your taste. Left over gravy will keep in sealed container in fridge for days. Buy iodised sea salt from a health shop, which is stated aluminium free. Commercial salt, baking powders etc, contain alum [which is aluminium] and is used as a flowing agent. Try using Soy Miso the vegetarian’s yoghurt as browning in gravies soups etc. Dissolve Miso and some lecithin in glass of warm water then add last thing as browning, do not boil after adding Miso, this destroys the natural flora. Plum and Ginger gravy for Chicken and Turkey Meals Again use browning after roasting. Before adding water pour off fat, add 2 or 3 cups of water to hot pan or dish, scrape and stir until browning has mixed with water, pour off liquid into saucepan. Add sliced or chopped onions if you wish and simmer until softened. Copyright © 2010 – 12 Tigron Solutions – All Rights Reserved
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Unnatural Diet related Disease… Plus Weight Problems and Cancers in Humans Page51 Add 1 or 2 tbls Plum sauce or jam, 1 tbls grated ginger, a few cloves of grated garlic and add honey if you wish. Mix 1 or 2 tbls of rice flour in ½ a glass of cold water, add to gravy for thickening and bring back to simmer while stirring. Use more or less rice flour for desired thickness or leave out all together, suitable for all blood types. If you wish you could just use plum jam, salt to taste and chopped parsley. Also do the Miso trick again for browning if you wish.



Dressing for Fish Meals Put the juice of one large lemon in a saucepan; add 1 tbls fresh grated ginger, 2 or 3 cloves crushed garlic, 1 tbls honey. Add small amount of water, heat, stir then pour over poached, grilled, steamed or fried fish.



White Sauce One medium to large brown or red onion, ¼ cup olive oil, 2 tbls organic rice flour, 1 tsp curry powder [optional], ½ tsp Turmeric, ½ tsp salt, 2 to 4 cups Soymilk, chopped Parsley as desired. Method: - Slice and cut onion into small pieces. Heat oil in saucepan and sauté onion and garlic until onion softens. Remove from heat; add rice flour, curry powder, turmeric, salt and mix. Return to heat, add Soymilk and bring to simmer while stirring. Turn off heat add chopped parsley. [Adjust flour and milk to suit desired thickness & quantity]. Generally this is what our Diet always was but now minus our “Blood Type Avoids” Ruth & I are 60 kg B/P 120/70 and 65 kg B/P 120/70 respectively.



We have our favourite breakfast one main meal a day, based roughly on the following: We buy bulk meats, besides being cheaper they do not have as much artificial colouring. Buy organic or free range if you can afford it.
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Favourite meat meals Fried Steak: For O’s and B [A, avoid Red Meats, use substitutes] Fry in olive oil with veggies steamed in steamer and raw greens (Choose from your recommended lists). We mainly choose from: Sweet potatoes [A avoid], pumpkin [B avoid] broccoli, carrots, choko’s, onions, swedes, turnip, asparagus, beetroot, zucchini, green beans, green peas fried Soy Tofu, fried Soy Tempeh, raw or fried pineapple and Ruth can have cauliflower also. Green leafy Veggies: Kale, English spinach [not silver beet], Ceylon spinach, beetroot leaves, cos lettuce, iceberg lettuce. We eat all green leafy vegetables raw. Add salad dressing, gravy or white sauce.



Crumbed steak with veggies and greens as above For crumbs I use Wholemeal Spelt flour [H/S] For two average pieces of steak put 6 tbls of Whole meal Spelt flour in screw top jar, add 1 tbls of curry powder, 1 tsp of turmeric, ¼ tsp of iodised sea salt. Shake in jar until mixed, put some mixture on a plate and press steak into mix, coat both sides well & fry in olive oil till golden brown. For a sauce try a small amount of sugar on plate mixed with Worcestershire sauce [O & B only]. Type A can use chicken, turkey or fish instead of steak. B & AB should avoid chicken. I also use these for variety whenever I feel like it.



Mince and Veggies Use 1 kg lean mince, 1/4 cup olive oil, 3 – 4 tbls rice flour plus ingredients from onion gravy recipe, approx 3 cups of water small handful sultanas [optional]. Copyright © 2010 – 12 Tigron Solutions – All Rights Reserved
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Unnatural Diet related Disease… Plus Weight Problems and Cancers in Humans Page53 Cube veggies of choice and steam until softened then put aside. Heat pan to fairly high heat, add mince & flatten out, water will separate and meat will become rubbery. Break up meat with egg flipper or fork, move meat around until water has boiled off and cook mince to your satisfaction. Remove from heat, add rice flour, mix well with fork and break up mince to a texture you like, add dry ingredients from onion gravy recipe, add sultanas, replace on heat, mix all ingredients together, bring back to simmer, add steamed veggies. Serve with raw leafy greens, serves 4 to 5. Stews: Dice up stewing steak and brown in frying pan in olive oil. Place in a boiler with water and boil diced meat until meat is soft. Make sure enough water is in pot to form a gravy, scoop off as much fat as possible then add dry ingredients for onion gravy except rice flour. Mix rice flour in ½ cup of water then add and stir, bring to simmer. When desired thickness has been achieved mix in steamed veggies or serve separate, plus broccoli and favourite raw leafy greens. Large Omelette: 3 large eggs, 1 cup Soymilk, 1 tbls Lecithin, 1 tbls Curry powder, ¼ tsp Cayenne pepper (delete if for A’s and Abs) ½ tsp iodised sea salt, 1 medium carrot grated, 1 onion grated, chopped Parsley. Method: Use left over veggies or use grated veggies or both. Beat eggs in bowl add Soymilk and beat, if you wish add 1 cup of chopped up cooked cold meat, chicken, turkey or fish etc.  Mash up leftover veggies or grated veggies, add to egg mix and other ingredients and mix well. Add more Soymilk if needed for a loose mixture.  Add small amount of olive oil to pan and bring to medium heat. Pour mixture into pan and even out. Cover with lid and simmer till firm. To brown top turn over or place under grill till top is firm. Serve with side salad and a sprinkle of Soy or Bar-B-Q sauce to taste. A’s can use pumpkin instead of potatoes B’s delete chicken and pumpkin. Serves 2 to 4. If you do not have any leftover veggies you can use all grated raw veggies e.g. Sweet potatoes, (B & AB can also use ordinary potatoes) pumpkin, (avoid for B) carrot, swede, parsnip etc. Remember check your list and only use vegetables suitable for your blood type. To make Fritters use above Omelette recipe and add rice or spelt flour to make thicker mixture, spoon into hot olive oil and fry until golden brown.
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 If you would like to make Mince rissoles just use Fritter recipe and mix in mince or for Fish rissoles use Fritter recipe and add a 425g of cooked or tined fish, or whatever.



Corned meat with white sauce Heat sliced corn meat in white sauce and serve with steamed veggies of choice and raw leafy greens, fried Tofu, Tempe and Pineapple. You can do the same with cooked white meats or fish.



Tip for a healthy Snack For Type A Vegetarians, use Onion Gravy recipe, mix with your favourite sliced and diced steamed or stir fry vegetables and leave in fridge ready for a healthy snack anytime on your favourite bread or crisp bread. Other blood types can do the same and add their favourite meats as well. Also try adding “Turkey, Plum and Ginger gravy” to sliced and diced steamed veggies and rice, makes a nice meal and use leftovers for snacks.



H o m e m a d e B r ea d r ec ipe usin g Spelt flo u r



You can buy Organic Spelt Flour from most health food shops. This flour can be obtained in loose form or 5 kg bags in either white or whole meal. Recipe for 1 loaf: 4 cups of spelt flour; I use 3 plain & 1 wholemeal. 1/2 tbls iodised sea salt. [Aluminium free] H/S 2 tbls Black Strap Organic molasses 1 tbls Olive Oil 1 tbls of yeast. 1 cup warm water. I use slightly more than one cup, it is easier to add more flour to dough when too wet than adding more liquid when too dry. Black Strap Molasses and different Organic Molasses’s are widely available. Method: Sift flour into large bowl, mix and form a well in middle. Place warm water, salt and molasses in jug and dissolve, add yeast to liquid, stir & remove lumps. Let sit for 5 minutes stir again and pour liquid into well in flour. Add olive oil then mix as much as possible with spoon then use hands to knead into dough while dusting Copyright © 2010 – 12 Tigron Solutions – All Rights Reserved
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Unnatural Diet related Disease… Plus Weight Problems and Cancers in Humans Page55 with flour to prevent sticking. Place dough onto floured board and let rest for 5 minutes. Oil 210 x 110 x 70 mm (8”x 4”x 3”) bread tin with olive oil. After dough has rested, kneed again a few times until you have a moist silky smooth dough. Roll lightly in flour, roll into log and place in bread tin; I flatten dough out in tin. Let rise in warm turned off oven for approx 40 minutes depending on wetness of dough or until approximately 25 mm (1”) above tin. Place bread in preheated oven for 30 minutes at 200 Degrees Celsius [400 F]; or until slightly brown on top. Remove from oven, cool slightly, run knife around edge and remove from tin and place on rack to cool. When cool, keep in plastic bag in refrigerator to prevent mould. ************************************************** Unlike Wheat, Spelt is an ancient and hopefully scientifically unadulterated grain that has a simple protein structure. As this bread does not have all the additives that are in commercial breads, keep refrigerated to prevent mould. You will find this bread drier than the commercial product you are used to and it is best toasted. O Blood group in particular should still use sparingly as with all grain products. Other commercial breads can be bought such as 100% Rye Bread [B blood group avoid Rye.] as well as Rice Bread etc. Spelt Flour: Ideal for bread, cakes, biscuits etc; suits all blood types. Rice Flour: Ideal for thickening gravies and sauces etc; suits all blood types. In Our Diet We Use Plenty Of: Granulated Kelp or Kelp capsules, Curry Powder, Cayenne Pepper [only suitable for Type O & B] Turmeric (fresh or powdered) Fresh Ginger, Fresh Garlic and Parsley, Cold Pressed Olive Oil, Flax seeds, Walnuts, Pumpkin seeds, herb teas like Mint, Peppermint, Ginger, Green tea or Green and fresh Mint etc. Soy Milks fortified with Calcium mix best with coffee. Mentioning coffee!
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Grab this opportunity for a better healthier life, as it is the only thing that has ever made any sense and the only thing that has worked in the 42 years we have been dealing with health problems which includes “LIVING WITH CANCER” Cancer that would never ever have happened if we had



known what you are being told right here, right now! The Blood Type Specific Foods we consume now are providing us with a healthy life and with a feeling of well being that we did not think would ever again be possible for us after the state our health was in just over a decade ago. Ruth always has her Floravital iron supplement, Lithothamnium Calcareum Seavegetable Calcium or Coral Calcium, Olive or Flax seed Oil and Kelp tablets. All blood groups check the supplement advisory section in their book before taking supplements.



Ruth ceased taking any medication shortly after starting on her blood type diet and for over a decade now has had absolutely no need for any of it! Make of that whatever you will!



C h a pt er X IV The Continuing Cancer Battle My Prostate and I are friends again now and I am backing my own judgment now, as I have done for most of my life and there is no doubt in my mind that this is just another cow of a disease and a Cure for it is still being milked for all it’s worth for the sake of the almighty $ or £ Sterling or € or whatever fits the bill!
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Unnatural Diet related Disease… Plus Weight Problems and Cancers in Humans Page57 But after being on the Official Health Industries recommended Diet for 60yrs my chances of success now are probably limited, but my confidence has been way up there ever since I realised why all this happened! Hopefully if enough of us beat this drum, the next generation will be able to avoid society’s “Diet Traps” or should that be “Death Traps”! The only advice ever given in regards to this supposedly inevitable supposedly inherited Men's Disease, relates to cure! Prevention...? Not the slightest bit interested! All you ever get is tests that may or may not indicate it’s time to be told” Sorry... But! But don’t worry...! We can rip your Prostate out one day and you can go home the next! Bravo, Bravo, Bravo! If the Government and the Health Industry had their way I would have been impotent and incontinent 22 yrs ago and would have been like that for like forever more and a day and in the end some poor sucker would have had to change my nappies every 2 hours; if I was lucky to have someone around who could care that much? I would very much like for someone to explain to me some time, why is it I still have it 22 years after they were going to rip it out of me and recreate my father’s misery all over again! Since starting on her Blood Type Diet and Fighting Cancer Peter D’Adamo’s way as well, Ruth’s Embryonic Cancer antigen reading is now close to zero! The Health Industry and all those who are completely beholden to it, can do what they please... But you can bet your life they’ll all be doing it without us! Finally one of my tips that just may help keep you out of premature’ Intensive Care, or Grave’ and a tip I bet you have never heard from “The Health Industry”!



Is... A simple way for you to realize that all is not well! Read Dr Peter D’Adamo’s book “Eat Right For Your Type” and more than once I would suggest, then you will soon realize there are Protein Lectins in “The Health Industries recommended foods that are indigestible by the vast majority of humans! Protein Lectins that will travel a million miles throughout your blood stream to lodge and destroy wherever they please and in the “End” (Pardon the pun!) cause your own cells to eventually turn on themselves and treat as enemy.



That’s when and where Cancer starts... Right There! With the bowel being one of Cancers favourite haunts!
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Unnatural Diet related Disease… Plus Weight Problems and Cancers in Humans Page58 These protein lectins (That the entire Health Industry scoffs at) irritate the hell out of your Intestines and Bowel and they cause Mysteries like Constipation and Celiac Disease, Chron’s Disease, Diverticulitis plus IBD, IBS and????????????????????????! They also agglutinate countless numbers of cells in a rear guard action... Which is exactly what happened to us; and only for the fact this eventually ends up as “Intestinal, Colorectal and Prostate Cancer and whatever else... That statement would have been quite funny! These lectins, besides roaming around in your blood stream and eventually causing Cancer, others also paralyse the wall of your bowel which explains the real reasons for constipation and in turn provides plenty of food for bad bacteria which in turn produce toxins that spread throughout your body and do more damage than you will ever believe possible...! Like from Migraines and Hysterectomy’s to Joint Failure and Arthritis etc; all of which we know about only too well! Some of these protein lictins that paralyse your bowel in turn cause the production of Methane gas. If by any chance you smell to any noticeable extent when you pass wind or during elimination, or even have Halitosis; (bad breath) these are red rag warning signs that... Nature is warning you, you are doing



wrong and believe it or not, you are heading for very troubled waters!



That is of course if it hasn’t already washed up on your beach! Peter D’Adamo states... Your good intestinal bacteria eat right for their type without exception and if you eat right for your type they crowd out bad bacteria! Truer words have never been said! We had all these warning signs of Cancer... But there was nobody in our time and there is still nobody to this very day, who even make out they have a clue that this is... The simple truth! Everything we ended up with was caused by eating and drinking foods that were and still are recommended by Officialdom and traditionally trained Health experts; but which are in actual fact slow poisons to humans and foods that are simply... Not natural for your blood type! It is as simple as, and no more complicated than that! Agree, disagree, like it or not...



Makes absolutely no difference to me!
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A few years back it was announced on TV that at just one little Hospital in my little area alone, on this one little spot on this Planet! There were 1,300 people on a waiting list waiting for a Colonoscopy to look for... Guess what! Best of luck people we know what it is like to draw that straw. One fellow had just been told his straw was the short one. Some may just have to wait till next year or as luck has it, the following one, or if very lucky, the one after that! But it is said Colon Cancer is one of the easiest Cancers to cure...! All they have to do is remove your bowel and give you a plastic one instead and fill you full of battery acid for however long and when the Cancer pops up somewhere else... A few more things get removed and you get more battery acid and or radium etc, and bingo you are one of the thousands who are added to the easily cured from Bowel Cancer list even if it’s just for a few months or a year or 2 or if you’re very lucky, the one after that; butt don’t count on it! That must give the 6 thousand odd who die every year from teenagers up, from this Cancer in this country alone, a wonderful sense of expectation of what the future holds from a Cancer which should never happen in the first place! If you decide to take this advice and start on your blood type diet, within a few days you will probably notice a marked increase in wind and in the frequency of elimination. Don’t worry about this, as this is just your body starting to rid itself of the toxins that have built up in your body from... Not Eating Right for your Blood Type! How long this takes to settle will depend on your weight and or how loaded up you are with toxins, but eventually things will revert back to normal or as close as it is possible for you to get back to normal now; which depends a lot on how much your hard wiring has already been damaged! You will then notice a gradual reduction in the level of odour and eventually when your body rids itself of all the harmful toxins” There will hardly be any odour at all! Your immune system will then be able to get back to doing what it was designed for and not being destroyed by spending most of it’s time fighting a loosing battle against an unseen yet completely avoidable enemy within, simply caused by what you put in your mouth that is not compatible with your blood type. I hear time and time again” We all have to die of something! Well maybe so but given a choice, I just wonder how many of those who say that, would choose “Cancer” as their preferred way to go?
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Immune System Recovery While on the subject of healthy immune systems! At 58 like just about everybody else, colds and flu were a constant problem for us both every year! Every year I would get very soar throats and end up in bed as sick as a dog and sounding just like one for days at a time. I used to think one mustn’t have to be all that much damn sicker than this to die. But now we again have an immune system all that has changed, now we only ever get a mild form of either and now neither of us came down with hardly anything at all and we find it hard to even remember what it is like to feel sick.



The Fear Still Lingers Because of the endless hullabaloo about Diet and the fact nothing has changed over aeons of time and most likely never will... Unless of course you change it yourself because you’re lucky enough to be one of the lucky ones to discover in time “What’s Right and what’s’ Rot!



Ruth's greatest fear in life now is! Ending up in a nursing home and dieing a slow miserable death from the return of a poisoned paralysed bowel and whole system like she had all her life before we discovered “The Blood Type Diet! Exactly as her Mother had done, of which I bore witness for 3 very long years and no doubt her Father would have done as well. Plus the return of all the garbage along with the Cancer no doubt! All caused by being feed the same food poisons all over again. Plus a repeat of more” Prescription Drugs that had absolutely “Nothing”...! Nothing at all to do with anything the first time round! And not once in our entire life, before, during or after the Cancer did one “Expert” ever once ask either of us about our Diet! Yet they now have the audacity to say to us” This Blood Type Diet has nothing to do you’re your Health.



But never mind... It will never happen to her again! Not as long as I’m still around it won’t!
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Just about need a biscuit with this! The end is nigh but before going, a timely warning! N o t t o b e t a k e n l ig h t l y We know only too well about all this...



Take Heed “Haemorrhoids”



Haemorrhoids are simply caused by past and present human error and are alongside and or in conjunction with headaches, one of the very first precursors of totally preventable diseases and cancers like “Colon Cancer” and ‘twood seem perfectly logical...! Other Cancers as well! Anybody who has experienced haemorrhoids and particularly if they have suffered them for any length of time, should have a Colonoscopy to check for “Bowel Polyps” which are the next and final stage before the transgression too and if you care to take any notice, totally preventable “Colon Cancer” To name but only one Cancer!



Naturally I don’t mean medically preventable either! For Men, a Prostate check would also be highly recommended! At the age of 45 I experienced haemorrhoids for the very first time in my life... 7 years later I discovered my Prostate was completely “Shot! PS. neither of us has had them for over 10 years now and will never have them again” Guaranteed!
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That is because we no longer consume what causes them and the Cancer that they are indicating... Is coming! That is...? If a Heart Attack or Stroke or whatever else doesn’t get you first!



- Caution This is more to do with prevention! It is not” I repeat not a fix all when it’s already too late! If you, like the vast majority who have been on the Health Industry’s recommended basic 5 food group diet for everybody all your life; there is the extremely high probability, and it makes no difference if you have never smoked nor drank alcohol or taken illicit drugs in your life! Your general health will have already been compromised! If you are already overweight, unfit and or already have health problems and if you happen to take any notice of what I have said up to this point and start on this your” Natural Diet... Proceed with caution! Be sensible, eat normally, eat normal portions and don’t go over the top any which way or another especially when embarking on any exercise regime! Have a health check and have your health monitored, wait until you gain some inner health first and take time working on your physical fitness. If you are on medication only reduce it under medical supervision and as the need for it reduces. All of this of course is assuming you are not already past the point of no return! There is no need to over-do the physical fitness bit either and as with everything else... Use the recommendations in your book as a guide and use commonsense!



Walk before you try to run! The improvement in mental health... Just happens! Please don’t get me wrong here! Doctors are necessary and they do exceptional work in many, many fields and I will never dispute that fact and we would be in big trouble without them! But in this area of health it is my humble opinion that they should...
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Stop playing God!



Here is a Quote! And an important note: This book is not intended as a substitute for the medical recommendations of doctors or other health providers. Rather, it is intended to offer information to help the reader co-operate with doctors and health professionals in a mutual quest for optimum well-being. “Unquote” That is a quote from the beginning of Peter D’Adamo’s book “Eat Right For Your Type” If he only realized what a complete joke that is in this country! ************************************************************* I have not mentioned anywhere in this story of how we came to realise what the specific cause of Colon Cancer is and nor will I! But I can assure you the reason I know is permanently burned into my hard drive and will only be retrieved when and if it becomes appropriate to do so! It is not the fault of the innocent people who produce this stuff! Peter D’Adamo, his family and anyone associated with him, as well as anyone following his teachings will never end up with Bowel Cancer and it is possible to say they will never get a myriad of other diseases and Cancers as well. They will never end up with Bowel Cancer and as far as I am concerned Prostate Cancer because they practice what they preach and they will not be consuming what my wife and I know, and can prove anytime... Is the cause...! Is the cause...! Is the cause! A PS to that: Even Peter D’Adamo himself cannot be as sure of any of this as we are! That is because even Peter D’Adamo himself hasn’t been physically or mentally been to hell and back with all these “Preventable Health Problems” and “Cancer” Like my wife and I have been; and believe us when we say...!



You have to have been there..! Before you will ever have a Snow Flakes chance in Hell of understanding or knowing what it is we know!



Chapter XVI M o r e PS” o r Po st Sc r ipt ” O r Pu g n a c io u s Sc ept ic ism ! Copyright © 2010 – 12 Tigron Solutions – All Rights Reserved
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This Story was first written in 2002. It is now 2011 and around 20 years + since Ruth’s operation and the attempted permanent detachment of my Prostate from its host. 7 years after Ruth’s operation her Colon Cancer antigen reading was elevated to over 100% of normal and health wise we were both going down the health tube fast. At Ruth’s last check up before discovering this Diet and waking up to what had caused all our problems, the surgeon said to her and I Quote! You have put on a lot of weight and your Cancer Antigen reading is very high! Then he said “Quote” But then it always has been! And that was it...? I guess that meant we would be informed as soon as “The Cancer” was back! But all thanks to this Diet and this Diet alone and with not a single drug in site, let alone a miracle one! The Fear, Pain, Depression etc, have all been replaced by a feeling of well-being and we have a...



Renewed Zest for Life! The fact we both have a healthy immune system now for a change and are Drugs and Flu shots free... Neither of us worries anymore about our Health or Cancer for that matter! If Ruth (not unlike millions of others) had died of Colon Cancer halfway through life, it would no doubt have been very comforting to me to know she wasn’t anaemic and still had “Healthy Bones’ when she “Died! With the only things missing out of the” Later in Life bit would no doubt have been the” Later and” The Life! As far as the anaemia and brittle bones are concerned, 8 years on she is not anaemic and there is nothing wrong with her bones! Although we know only to well there are no iron clad guarantees once you’ve had any Cancer, we can still with confidence now give the” Later in Life Bit one hell of a shot as well. All thanks to Peter J D’Adamo... His truth for a change diet and some O so rare commonsense! If we had known earlier in life what you are being told here, I would never have had any reason to tell this story! But maybe it could have been you instead of me; presuming you had lived of course! Who ended up writing about your Cancer or Heart Attack or Stroke or whatever else anywhere from birth to halfway through life?
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About how you eventually, from 40 yrs of hard earned experience living with all these health problems, just happened to wake up one day to the fact that, what you’d been fed all your life about diet was and still is for all intentional purposes, as far as health is concerned” As useless as “Lipstick On A Horse! Causing problems with“ Metabolism, Medically diagnosed Irritable Bowel syndrome, Haemorrhoids, Blood Pressure, Weight, Depression, Sinus, Arthritis, Chronic pain, Diabetes and Cancer and...? Whatever else!



You have a go at picking one! I’m not naive enough to believe the “Powers That Be” will change anything because of anything I have said (but you can) and they will never acknowledge any proof regarding any of this! Money, Power, Bits of Paper on Walls, Egos and not being able to utter the words” We Was Wrong! Insures the” Pills, Potions, Carve Em Up and Denial Routines will continue for, forever and a day! But believe it or not! Your Blood Type does hold the key to a far healthier way of life without the” Weight, the Disease or the Drugs!



Embracing or ignoring these facts of life is now your call!



*************** “June 2007! Had a check up 4 months after having to have a TURPS Op on my ruined ‘Prostate’ because all flow stopped and 16 years after the statement...



“I can whip your Prostate out one day and you can go home the next”! And 8 years after getting off the diet for everyone! PSA reading now 1! (2) Not Incontinent! (3) Not Impotent! (4) No Cancer!



Now 2011-11-08 haven’t even bothered to go back for a check up and have absolutely no indication or feeling that anything is wrong and the fear of Prostate Cancer is all but gone!
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A fe w ... “ H o w C o m es” !  How come? We know the cause of “Bowel Cancer” for certain and without question... Yet as clever as the scientific and medical world are, with the endless supply of begged dollars they spend on scientific, medical and clinical research “They don’t! Sound right to you?



 How come? We are no longer living in fear of Cancer because of our own efforts because we say through experience we woke up over 10yrs ago now as to what caused it!



Yet! All they have to do is make out we’re to stupid to know what we’re on about so all they have to do then is ignore us and they do that simply because they can; and with a bit of luck the cancer will get us and then they’ll be home Scot Free again! Able to go on their merry old way without any fear of retribution! Sound about right to you?



 How come? They can get away with ignoring the fact, the cause of most Bowel Disease and Bowel Cancers etc has been known for over a decade now and that’s just to our limited knowledge! Yet after all this time and the unnecessary and completely preventable misery it causes, they can still get away with not doing a single thing about any of it? “The Untouchables” comes to mind?



 How come? When you write anything on the subject of health like I have done here, you’re advised to be very, very careful when making any claims that make out you have enough brains to know anything about anything; let alone health! Also to be sure you have scientific and medical evidence to back up anything you have to say! But=>



Knowledge Gained In Real Life With facts provable any old time they like! Along with a few ounces of commonsense! None are submissible and never will be allowed to be submissible as evidence!



Yes Indeed! How come that’s the case... A? Could someone please explain all that to me some day! If you’d rather wait for “The Health Industry” or government, or the visual or print media, or radio for that matter, to ever tell you the truth about the real causes of any of this; then... Best of Luck!
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The big money is in “Bad Health” not “Good Health”!



Well! That’s Our Story! Or some of it anyway and nobody should be left in any doubt about this fact “I’ve still got dry powder left!



Su r vivin g En d sta g e C o lo n C a n c er Fo r o v er 23 y ea r s n o w ! Not bad when it’s in the record books that “End Stage Colon Cancer Patients” Just don’t Live that Long... Not to mention “Prostate Cancer” Victims!



And what’s the bet... Other Cancers as well! PPS: Last and Final Comment! 8yrs after I was sure I was going to lose my best mate and after starting on our now known pathway to “Good Health”! Ruth Had Her Latest 3 yearly Colonoscopy in July 2010 Results As Per The Medical Report! Official Medical Report: (“Quote”) “The colon was examined from the anal verge through a normal surgical anastomosis in the sigmoid colon to the distal terminal ileum. There were no mucosal abnormalities noted. There were no polyps and no significant diverticulosis. The terminal ileum was inspected and was normal” (Unquote)



I R est M y C ase Th an k y o u fo r listen in g an d lu ck w ith l ife !



- The END The original draft of this story was written in 2002!



…Ronald F Jeffery of ‘Tigron Solutions’ Copyright © 2010 – 12 Tigron Solutions – All Rights Reserved
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2002 and the beginning of a second shot at life!



PO Box 888 Maroochydore Queensland Australia 4558
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More Words, More Words



Attention



 If you would like to send any comments or feedback or provide us with a testimonial...  You can either send whatever it is you would like to our Email address... [email protected]  Or if you would like to send anything to our physical address?  You can send whatever you like to the address below.



Send to: Tigron Solutions PO Box 888 Maroochydore Queensland Australia 4558
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A suggestion for anyone who has purchased our “Unnatural Health Problems Solutions Guide”



Write out something like this for your own personal future reference.



Record something like this somewhere for your own benefit... This is just a sample and this is merely for your own benefit so you can record any change in yours and or your family’s health fortunes if you decide to listen to us. List all the health problems you are suffering from for which you have been wondering “Why” You have our permission to print this page and copy it for your own use to record and update your progress if you like! Print off about 6 copies and fill out 1 every month to record any changes. To print this page... Have ‘Page Tabs’ open in left hand tool bar and left click on this page thumbnail, then Right Click, set print options, and Print.



E. g: Haemorrhoids/Unexplained Pain etc. HEALTH PROBLEM



Mild / Moderate / Severe / Chronic SEVERITY of PROBLEM



A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H. I. J. K. L. M. N. O. P.



Date:



/



/



Other: In the weeks and months ahead, use a copy of the original above to update your answers to the above question-air and record your updated answers. Then you will have a record of any health benefits gained and to what degree you have benefited!
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Foot Note Please Remember! Because we have been ignored by them for a decade... Even science and the medical profession, as they have been telling us all our lives... Even they do not have a clue as to what the direct cause of any Cancer is! Other than guessing that is! So if anyone, even if it’s one of them tries to sell you anything saying they know what the cause of a Cancer or Cancers” Is... Then you can be rest assured” It’s Fraudulent! We are the only ones who know, and what’s more, we are the only ones who can prove what the precise cause of... ‘Bowel Cancer’ and ‘Prostate Cancer’... Is!



And this is not even mentioning what the causes are of the myriad of ‘Everyday Health Problems’ that pre-empt these Cancers... Are!  Sometimes you have to take a gamble in life; sometimes it pays off; sometimes it doesn’t!  But if you heed our advice we know the benefits that are possible regarding your Health will surprise even the most sceptical!



Ron Jeffery of... ‘Tigron Solutions’ i



i



“Tigron Solutions” Health and Cancer Discoveries



Have been made by’ Osmosis over decades of time... Thus eliminating guesswork! We use neither blanks nor dummy rounds... Only Live Rounds are used! That’s because everything we’re on about can and has already been proven to be fact... Way, Way beyond the ability of science or medicine or whoever else to prove otherwise!



“That’s it” Run out of words... No more words for now! “Luck With Life” ~ Ronald F Jeffery and Ruth~!
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This is a Quick Start Guide for anyone who wants... A Healthier Life! Ron Jeffery Proprietor Unnatural Health Problems Solutions ‘Tigron Solutions’ Natural Health the Natural Way Natural Solutions 4 Unnatural Everyday Man Made Health Problems Specializing in Natural Bowel Health and Bowel Cancer Prevention Learn how you can free up hospital beds by staying out of them yourself! For anyone interested in our 1 to 1 Personal Services on ‘The Sunshine Coast’ Queensland Australia – Phone Mobile: 04 39 45 85 70



TIGRON SOLUTIONS



Ronald F Jeffery Proprietor This Quick Start Guide is based on Peter J D’Adamo’s book ‘EAT RIGHT 4 YOUR TYPE’ It is designed to give anyone a Quick Diet reference guide for individual Blood Types until they get the book which they should follow like as if their life depends on it!



Your “Quick Start Blood Type Health Guide” ‘O’ Blood Type 49% of Population - ‘A’ 38% - ’B’ 10% - ‘AB’ 3% Food Type ‘Lean Red Meats’ Average serving for Men 150g / Women and Children Less “O Blood Type” ‘Lean Red Meats’ (Highly Beneficial) Yes __ All Types of Red Meat and Offal _ Ave 150 gm 5 X Week / Poultry-Fish 2 X Weekly. (Avoid) All Pork Products and Goose. “A” ‘Lean Red Meats’ (Avoid) Red Meat – Avoid _ Avoid _ Avoid. Use Chicken and or Turkey 2 or 3 X Week. (Avoid All other Poultry and All Pork Products) “B” ‘Lean Red Meats’ Yes __ 2 – 3 X Week with preference for Lamb, Mutton, Rabbit, Venison over Beef. Also Turkey, Pheasant, Veal 2 - 3 X Week (Avoid) All Chicken, Duck, and other Poultry and Avoid All Pork Products) Copyright © 2010 – 12 Tigron Solutions – All Rights Reserved
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“AB” ‘Lean Red Meats’ Yes __ But Follow all recommendations for ‘B Type’ Food Type ‘Seafood’ “O Blood Type” (Seafood) Yes __ 2 – 3 X Week. Most Fish and Shell Fish type’s (Avoid) – Barracuda, Catfish, Caviar, Conch, Herring-Pickled, Octopus, Smoked Salmon “A” (Seafood) Yes __ Ave 3 X Week with many avoids. (Avoid) Anchovy, Barracuda, Bluefish, Catfish, Caviar, Clams, Conch, Crab, Crayfish, Eels, Frog’s Legs, Haddock, Hake, Halibut, Herrings, Lobster, Mussels, Octopus, Oysters, Plaice, Scallops, Shad, Scrimp, Smoked Salmon Sole, Squid, Striped Bass. “B” (Seafood) Yes __ Most Fish Types _ Ave 4 X Week (Avoid) Anchovy, Barracuda, Clams, Conch, Crab, Crayfish, Eels, Frog’s Legs, Snails, Lobster, Octopus, Oysters, Prawns, Scallops, Sea Bass, Striped Bass. “AB” (Seafood) Yes __ Ave 4 X Week (Avoid) Anchovy, Barracuda, Clams, Conch, Crab, Crayfish, Eels, Frog’s Legs, Haddock, Halibut, Herrings, Lobster, Octopus, Oysters, Plaice, Scrimp, Smoked Salmon Sole, Sea Bass, Striped Bass. Dairy Products and Eggs “O Blood Type” (Dairy Products) No _ Period (Avoid) All Cow’s Milk Types and All Cheeses! Goats Milk and Goats Cheese and Buffalo Cheese are the few exceptions! (Eggs) restrict to 4 X Week. “A” (Dairy Products) No _ Period (Avoid) All Cow’s Milk Types and All Cheeses! Goats Milk and Goats Cheese and Buffalo Cheese are the few exceptions! (Eggs) restrict to 4 X Week. “B” (Dairy Products) Yes _ Ave 5 X Week _ Only Blood Type that can tolerate Cow’s Milk, Cheeses and Yogurts. (Eggs) restrict to 4 per Week. “AB” (Dairy Products) Yes _ Can follow ‘B’ Blood Type here, but if mucus becomes a problem, cut back on Dairy Products. (Eggs) restrict to 4 per Week. Oils and Fats “O Blood Type” (Oils and Fats) Yes _ Ave 1 tbsp 6 X Week. Best _ Linseed Oil (Flaxseed) and Olive Oil _ (Avoid) Corn Oil, Cottonseed Oil, Ground Nut Oil, Safflower Oil.
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“A” (Oils and Fats) Yes _ Follow ‘O’ Blood Type above for Oils and Fats “B” (Oils and Fats) Yes _ Ave 5 tbsp X Week _ Most Beneficial ‘Olive Oil’ _ Others Cod Liver, Chee, Linseed (Avoid) All Others “AB” (Oils and Fats) Yes _ Follow recommendations for ‘B



Nuts and Seeds “O Blood Type” (Nuts and Seeds) Yes _ Use Sparingly _ Small Hand Full Ave 4 X Week _ Best Pumpkin and Walnuts (Avoid) Brazil, Cashew, Peanuts, Peanut Past, Pistachio and Poppy seeds “A” (Nuts and Seeds) Yes _ Small Handful _ Ave 5 X Week _ Best- Peanuts, Peanut Butter, Pumpkin (Avoid) Brazil, Cashew, Pistachio “B” (Nuts and Seeds) Not Really _ Use sparingly – Almonds, Almond Butter, Brazil, Chestnuts, Hickory, Macadamia, Walnuts (Avoid All Others) “AB” (Nuts and Seeds) Not Really _ Best – Peanuts, Peanut Butter, Walnuts Others – Almond, Brazil, Cashew, Hickory, Macadamia, Pine, Pistachio Beans and Pulses (Seed bearing pods) “O Blood Type” (Beans and Pulses) Not Really _ Small Serve 2 X Weekly _ Asian Ancestry 6 X Weekly Best – Aduki, Black Eyed, Pinto (Avoid) Kidney, Navy (Baked Beans), Lentils, Soya “A” (Beans and Pulses) Yes _ Ave 5 X Week _ Best _ Aduki, Black beans, Black – eyed beans, Lentils, Pinto beans, Red Soya beans. Plus Broad beans, Cannellini beans and Green beans and peas (Avoid) Chick peas, Kidney beans, Lima beans, Navy beans (Backed beans), Red beans “B” (Beans and Pulses) Mixed Bag _ Ave 3 X Week _ Best _ Kidney beans, Lima beans, Navy beans
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(Backed beans). Plus Broad beans, Cannellini beans and Green beans and peas (Avoid) Aduki beans, Black beans, Black – eyed beans, Chick peas, Lentils “AB” (Beans and Pulses) Mixed Bag _ Ave 3 X Week _ Best _ Lentils green, Navy beans (Backed beans), Pinto beans, Red beans, Soya beans. Plus Broad beans, Cannellini beans and Green beans and pea Cereals “O” (Cereals) Not Good _ Use sparingly! Ave _ 3X Week _ Safest” Amaranth, Barley, Buck Wheat, Cream of rice, Puffed millet, Oat bran, Oat meal, Rice bran, Puffed rice, Spelt (Avoid All others) Especially Wheat and Corn cereals “A” (Cereals) Yes _ Ave 7 X Week _ Best _ Amaranth, Buck wheat _ Plus Barley, Corn, Rice, Oat and Spelt based cereals (Avoid All Others) “B” (Cereals) OK _ Ave 3 X Week _ Best _ Millet, Oats, Rice and Spelt (Avoid) Amaranth, Barley, Buck wheat, Corn, Wheat and Rye cereals “AB” (Cereals) OK _ Ave 3 X Week _ Best _ Millet, Oats, Rice and Spelt (Avoid) Amaranth, Barley, Buck wheat, Corn, Wheat and Rye cereals Breads, Crisp Breads and Muffins “O” (Breads, crisp breads, muffins) Not Recommended _ Ave 1 X Daily _ If you must _ Best _ Sprouted wheat Essene bread. Others _ Spelt, Rice, Rye, Millet, Soy breads (Avoid) Bagels, Muffins and All other grain types “A” (Breads, crisp breads, muffins) Yes _ Ave 4 X Daily _ Best _ Rice cakes, Soy bread, Buck wheat. Plus Barley, Corn, Rice, Oat and Spelt breads (Avoid All Others) “B” (Breads, crisp breads, muffins) OK _ Ave 2 Daily _ Best _ Millet, Oats, Rice and Spelt (Avoid) Bagels, Barley, Buck wheat, Corn, Wheat and Rye breads and muffins “AB” (Breads, crisp breads, muffins) OK _ Ave 1 X Daily _ Best _ Rye, Millet, Oats, Rice cakes and Spelt bread (Avoid) Corn products Grains and Pastas Copyright © 2010 – 12 Tigron Solutions – All Rights Reserved
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“O” (Grains and Pastas) Not Really _ Ave 3X Week _ Best - Amaranth, Buck Wheat, Rice, Rye, Spelt, Tapioca (Avoid All others) _ Especially Wheat and Corn “A” (Grains and Pastas) Yes _ Ave Grains 4 X Weekly_ Pastas 4 X Weekly_ Best – Buckwheat flour, Oat flour, Rye flour, Rice flour and Soba (Buckwheat) Noodles (Avoid) Plain flour, Self Raising flour, Whole wheat flour “B” (Grains and Pastas) Yes but Moderately _ Ave 3 X Weekly _ Best Oat flour, Rice flour (Avoid) Barley flour, Buck wheat, Bulgar, Couscous, Wheat, Gluten, Rye, Soba (buck wheat noodles) Tapioca and Wild rice flours “AB” (Grains and Pastas) Yes _ Ave 3 X Weekly _ Best Oat flour, Rice flour (Avoid) Barley flour, Buck wheat, Wheat, Soba (buck wheat noodles) Tapioca Vegetables Sprouts and Fresh Herbs “O” (Vegetables, Sprouts, Fresh Herbs) Yes _ Go for your life _ Ave 4 X Daily _ Raw and Steamed Vegies best. Collard greens (The Leaves of Broccoli, Cauliflower, Beetroot) are highly beneficial for the ‘O’ blood group. The Heart of Cauliflower is not! (Avoid) Alfalfa sprouts, Avocado, Aubergines (Egg plant), Cabbage, Brussels sprouts, Cauliflower, Mushrooms (cultivated and shitake) Mustard greens, Olives, Potatoes, Corn “A” (Vegetables, Sprouts, Fresh Herbs) Yes _ Go for your life _ Ave 5 X Daily _ Raw and Steamed Vegies best. (Avoid) Aubergines (Egg Plant), Broad beans, Cabbage, Chilli peppers, cultivated Mushrooms, Capsicum, Potatoes, Sweet Potatoes, Tomatoes, Yams “B” (Vegetables, Sprouts, Fresh Herbs) Yes _ Go for your life _ Ave 5 X Daily _ Raw and Steamed Vegies best. (Avoid) Avocado, Artichokes, Mung bean sprouts, Olives, Pumpkin “AB” (Vegetables, Sprouts, Fresh Herbs) Yes _ Go for your life _ Ave 5 X Daily _ Raw and Steamed Vegies best. (Avoid) Avocado, Broad beans, Chilli peppers, Artichokes, Mung bean sprouts, Olives (black), Radishes, Capsicums, Sweet corn Fruits “O” (Fruits) Yes _ Most very good with a few exceptions _ Ave 4 X Daily. Best _ Figs, Plums and Prunes. Consume others as well especially Pineapple and Pineapple Juice. (Avoid) Blackberries, Coconuts, Melons (cantaloupe I.e. rock melon and
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Honeydew melons. because of mould content.) Oranges, Rhubarb, Strawberries, Tangerines (Because of Acid content) “A” (Fruits) Yes _ Very Good with a few exceptions _ Ave 3 X Daily _ Best – Apricots, Cherries, Figs, Grapefruit, Lemons, Pineapples, Plums, Prunes _ Consume others as well. (Avoid) Bananas, Coconuts, Mangoes, Melons (cantaloupe I.e. rock melon and Honeydew) Oranges, Papayas (Paw Paw), Plantains, Rhubarb, Tangerines “B” (Fruits) Yes _ Very Good with a few exceptions _ Ave 3 X Daily. (Best) – Bananas, Cranberries, Grapes, Papaya (Paw Paw), Pineapple, Plums. Consume others as well. (Avoid) Coconut, Persimmons, Pomegranates, Rhubarb, Star Fruits “AB” (Fruits) Yes _ Very Good with a few exceptions _ Ave 3 X Daily. (Best) – Cherries, Cranberries, Figs, Gooseberries, Grapes, Loganberries, Plums. Consume others as well. (Avoid) Bananas, Coconuts, Guavas, Mangoes, Persimmons, Pomegranates, Rhubarb, Star Fruit Juices and Other Fluids “O” (Fruit Juices and other Fluids) Yes _ Very Good with a few exceptions _ All Best Juices - 225ml 2-3 X Daily _ Purified Water 225ml Ave 5 X Daily _ Best - Black Cherry, Pineapple, Prune Juice. (Avoid) Apple cider, Apple Juice, Cabbage Juice “A” (Fruit Juices and other Fluids) Yes _ Very Good with a few exceptions _ All Best Juices - 225ml 2-3 X Daily _ Purified Water 225ml Ave 5 X Daily _ Best – Apricot, Black Cherry, Celery, Carrot, Grapefruit, Pineapple, Prune Juices. 225ml of Warm water with juice of ½ a Lemon before breakfast helps relieve accumulated overnight mucus and stimulates elimination. (Avoid) Orange Juice, Paw-Paw Juice, Tomato Juice “B” (Fruit Juices and other Fluids) Yes _ Very Good with a few exceptions _ All Best Juices - 225ml 2-3 X Daily _ Purified Water 225ml Ave 5 X Daily _ Best – Cabbage Juice, Cranberry, Grape, Paw, Paw, Pineapple (Avoid) Tomato Juice Membrane Fluidizer Cocktail for Type ”B”: Provides high levels of phospholipids which are of great value to Type “B” who are more susceptible to slow moving diseases such as MS. Combine 1 tbsp Flaxseed (Linseed) Oil with 1 tbsp Lecithin granules (Available from Health Shops) with 225 ml Fruit Juice. Shake and drink.
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“AB” (Fruit Juices and other Fluids) Yes _ Very Good with few exceptions _ All Best Juices - 225ml 2-3 X Daily _ Purified Water 225ml Ave 5 X Daily _ Best – Black Cherry, Celery, Carrot, Cranberry, Grape, Paw-Paw Juices. 225 ml of Warm water with juice of ½ a Lemon before breakfast helps relieve accumulated overnight mucus and stimulates elimination. (Avoid) Orange Juice Spices, Dried Herbs, and Flavourings “O” (Spices, Dried Herbs and Flavourings) Yes _ Best – Carob, Cayenne Pepper, Curry Powder. Seaweed_dulse-kelp (bladderwrack) and Iodised salt. (Use sparingly.) Kelp and Iodised salt contains ‘Iodine’ which is needed for healthy Thyroid function. (Avoid) Cinnamon, Corn flower, Nutmeg, Pepper, Vanilla (essence & Pod), Vinegar “A” (Spices, Dried Herbs and Flavourings) Yes _ Best – Barley Malt, Blackstrap molasses, Garlic, Ginger, Miso, Soy sauce, Tamari sauce (Avoid) Gelatine, Pepper, Vinegars “B” (Spices, Dried Herbs and Flavourings) Yes _ With exceptions _ Best – Curry Powder, Horse Radish, Parsley (Avoid) Allspice, Almond essence, Barley malt, Cinnamon, Cornflour, Corn syrup, Gelatine, Pepper, Peppercorns “AB” (Spices, Dried Herbs and Flavourings) Yes _ With exceptions _ Best – Curry Powder, Horse Radish, Miso, Parsley (Avoid) Allspice, Almond essence, Anise, Barley malt, Capers, Cayenne pepper, Cornflour, Corn syrup, Gelatine, Pepper, Peppercorns, Tapioca, Vinegar Condiments “O” (Condiments) Nothing of real value here _ Jams from acceptable Fruits, Jelly from acceptable Fruits, Mustard, Salad Dressings from acceptable ingredients, Worcestershire sauce (Avoid) Ketchup (Tomato sauce), Mayonnaise, Pickles, Relish “A” (Condiments) Nothing of real value here _ Jams from acceptable Fruits, Jelly from acceptable Fruits, Mustard, Salad Dressings from acceptable ingredients, (Avoid) Ketchup (Tomato sauce), Mayonnaise, Pickles, Relish, Worcestershire sauce
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“B” (Condiments) Nothing of real value here _ Jams from acceptable Fruits, Jelly from acceptable Fruits, Mustard, Salad Dressings from acceptable ingredients, Relish, Worcestershire sauce (Avoid) Ketchup (Tomato sauce) “AB” (Condiments) Nothing of real value here _ Jams from acceptable Fruits, Jelly from acceptable Fruits, Mustard, Salad Dressings from acceptable ingredients, Mayonnaise (Avoid) Ketchup (Tomato sauce), Pickles, Relish, Worcestershire sauce



Herbal Teas and Beverages “O” (Herbal Teas and Beverages) Best – Cayenne, Chick weed, Dandelion, Fenugreek, Ginger, Hops, Parsley, Peppermint, Rose-hip (Avoid These Herb Teas) Alfalfa, Aloe, Burdock root, Colts foot, Cornsilk, Echinaccea, Gentian, Golden seal, Red clover, Rhubarb, Senna. Shepards purse St Johns Wort, Strawberry leaf, Yellow dock. They promote blood thinning, a problem for Type O. All others OK. Beverages: _ Best – Purified Water, Soda Water, Seltzer Water. If you must _ Larger, Wine - Red, Rose, White (Avoid) Coffee, Spirits, All Soft Drinks, Tea - Black, regular and decaffeinated “A” (Herbal Teas and Beverages) Best – Alfalfa, Aloe, Burdock root, Camomile, Echinacea, Fenugreek, Ginseng, Gingre, Green tea, Hawthorn, Rose-hip, St John’s wort (Avoid These Herb Teas) Catnip, Cayenne, Cornsilk, Red clover, Rhubarb, Yellow dock Beverages: Best – Coffee, Green tea, Red wine (Avoid) Larger, Spirits, All Soft Drinks, Tea - Black, regular and decaffeinated Seltzer water



“B” (Herbal Teas and Beverages) Best – Ginger, Gensing, Liquorice, Parsley, Peppermint, Rose-hip, Sage (Avoid These Herb Teas) Aloe, Colts foot, Cornsilk, Gentian, Golden seal, Hops, Linden, Red clover, Rhubarb, Senna. Shepards purse, Scullcap Beverages: Best – Green tea _ Others – Coffee, Larger, Tea regular, Wine – Red and White (Avoid) Spirits, All Soft Drinks, Seltzer water
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“AB” (Herbal Teas and Beverages) Best – Alfalfa, Burdock root, Echinaccea, Ginseng, Ginger, Parsley, Hawthorn, Rose-hip (Avoid These Herb Teas) Aloe, Colts foot, Cornsilk, Fenugreek, Hops, Linden, Red clover, Rhubarb, Senna. Shepards purse, Scullcap Beverages: Best – Coffee, Green tea _ Others – Coffee, Larger, Tea regular, Wine – Red and White (Avoid) Spirits, All regular Tea, All Soft Drinks This is a Quick Guide to get you started on the best Natural path you will ever find on how to live a more Natural, Disease, Drug and Cancer free life! You can also” Ask a question by Email @ $10 per question! Provide the Receipt No from PayPal’s ‘Send Money’ (That’s a Live Link!) using tigronaust1@gmail Email address as Payee. Send your question/s by Email and include the receipt Number for your payment to us via PayPals ‘Send Money’ above. If at any time you would like to send a testimonial as to your experience with us I would very much like to hear from you! Thank You and Best of Luck with Life. Ron Jeffery of Tigron Solutions Ph Mobile 04 3945 8570 Email: [email protected] or: [email protected]



T ig r o n so lu t io n s H o m em ad e Br ead r ec ipe u sin g Spelt flo u r Buy Organic Spelt Flour from most health food shops. This flour can be obtained in loose form or in pre packed bag form, in either white or whole meal.



Recipe for 1 loaf: 4 cups of spelt flour... You can use all plain or 3 plain & 1 wholemeal. 1 level tbsp iodised cooking or rock sea salt. [Organic Aluminium free] 2 tbsp Black Strap Organic molasses 1 level tbsp dry yeast 1-1/3 cups warm water It is easier to add more flour to dough when too wet than adding more liquid when too dry. Black Strap Molasses and different Organic Molasses’s are widely available Method: Sift flour into large bowl, mix and form a well in middle. Place warm water, salt and molasses in jug and dissolve, add yeast to liquid, stir & remove lumps. Let sit for 5 minutes, stir again and pour liquid into well in flour Mix as much as possible with a spoon then use your hands to knead dough while dusting with flour to prevent sticking. Place dough onto floured board and let rest
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for 15-20 minutes. Oil a 225 x 125 x 75 mm high (9”x 4”x 3”) bread tin with olive or rice bran oil After dough has rested, kneed again a few times until you have a moist silky smooth dough. Roll lightly in flour, roll into log and place in bread tin; flatten dough out in tin to get a uniform loaf Let rise in warm turned off oven for approx 60 minutes depending on wetness of dough or until approximately 25 mm (1”) above tin. Place bread in preheated oven for 30 to 35 minutes at 200 Degrees Celsius [400 F] or until slightly brown on top Remove from oven, cool slightly, run knife around edge and remove from tin; place on rack to cool. When cool, keep in plastic bag in refrigerator to prevent mould Unlike Wheat, Spelt is an ancient and hopefully scientifically unadulterated grain that has a simple protein structure. As this bread does not have all the additives that are in commercial breads, keep refrigerated to prevent mould. You will find this bread drier than the commercial product you are used to and it is best toasted. Enjoy... **************************************** BREAKFAST Sugestion: I grind to a fine consistency a Meal consisting of equal parts of Walnuts, Pepitas, [pumpkin seeds] and Flax seeds [linseed]. Use a rocket blender or household coffee bean grinding mill. I grind up and mix enough to fill a large jar and keep it in the fridge. After Grinding and mixing if you press the meal down in the bowel with the back of the spoon and mix again a couple of times; that removes lumps making a smooth even mix! I use 2-heaped tablespoons of this ground up Meal plus fresh or canned fruit salad or both. We use fresh fruit as well as canned fruit salad in natural juice, use whatever brand suits you or make your own from your acceptable list of fruits for your blood type. I buy dried organic figs, dice put in bowel and add hot water. I also buy organic dried prunes which I put in a saucepan covered well with purified water and simmer until soft and water forms a light syrup, [be careful not to boil dry] takes about 1 hour, add more water if needed, prunes are ready when they blow up like a balloon. Store in syrup in similar jar to meal and keep in fridge. There are also soft Organic Packet Prunes available. You may also find preservative free prunes and figs in Supermarkets. First Up: Add hot water to bowel plus 2 or 3 prunes, ground up Meal, fruit salad then add fresh grated ginger. Peel ginger and grate on ginger grater or other fine graters, I also add 1 tsp of Slippery Elm herb powder, then more Water if needed or Soy Milk. I only use water as the only milk I consume now is Soy Milk in the odd coffee. Ruth has Soy Milk on this breakfast. Experiment with different Soy Milks and settle for the one you like best. Best to choose those made from” Whole Organic Soy Beans rather than soy isolates. B’s avoid ones containing Canola Oil [Rapeseed]. Being type O I avoid those containing Malt. Copyright © 2010 – 12 Tigron Solutions – All Rights Reserved
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This breakfast is suitable for O & A blood groups; B & AB are better off with cereal and milk from recommended lists, type A can also have cereals as recommended with Soy Milk plus whatever they want out of the above ingredients. I always have the above while Ruth being type A also has Puffed Amaranth grain; which is said to seek out and destroy the Colon Cancer Antigen.



*****************************************



Keep a Record so then you will have proof that you have been fed a load of BS all your life about Diet and Nutrition and Disease and Cancer etc!



Warning: If your Prostate is already buggered this will not fix it” It is too late! Get yourself tested and if you do not test ‘Positive’ to Prostate Cancer (Yet), you should get away with a TURPS Op and then this Diet Regime will give you your best chance of living a long healthy life without further problems! The same goes for Bowel Problems: If you have had Bowel Problems for a long time” Get your-self tested as in a Colonoscopy and if you have Bowel Polyps and you test negative to Bowel Cancer? Have the Polyps removed! Following this Diet Regime will prevent any further reoccurrence of Bowel Problems and will prevent further Polyps and will prevent Bowel Cancer from occurring! We can only say that because” We alone know all the causes of Bowel Problems and Bowel Cancers” Full Stop! If you test ‘Positive’ for Bowel Cancer then you do not have any choice but to go with the best that medical science has to offer! But regardless” Get on this Diet Regime and my advice is to ignore everything you have been told to date by others, and stay on it! This Diet and Nutrition advice will give anyone the best Natural chance they’ll ever get of repairing all the damage the Authorities” As in Governments and Official science a medicine and wrong Nutrition and media Health Advice causes!
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Contributions from appreciative people... But only if they would like too!  Although there is no obligation to do so...! If you find our information helps



improve your life and or provides you with some solace and you would like to send a monitory consideration to show your appreciation of our advice...  You can do that by means of PayPal. Here’s how to send money via PayPal. PayPal is free for anyone who wants to create an account or you can also send money via PayPal without an account! 1. Go to www.paypal.com or www.paypal.com.au Or whatever is the case in your location. 2. Click 'Send Money' at the top of the page. 3. Enter ‘Our’ email address, which is: - [email protected] and the amount you would like to send. 4. Select 'Purchase' or 'Personal', and then choose the reason for the payment. 5. Click 'Continue.' 6. Review the amount, the payment method, and postal address. 7. You can add an optional message to us in the message section. 8. Then click 'Send Money' We will receive an email announcing your payment and the transaction details of your payment. Please leave a message in the message section of Send Money explaining your payment.



Or you can simply return to our WordPress blog site if it is still going @ https://badhealthpoorhealthdietlink.info and use any ‘Donation Button’



That’s it this time” No More Words... No More Words for now!



© 2013 - Ronald F Jeffery of Tigron Solutions – All Rights Reserved
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